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Resident Advisers: vital to dormitory life 
By Bob Bortd 
Makeup Editor 
What would be the effects of 
dormitory life if the Resident Adviser 
(RA1 program were abolished? The 
answer is difficult because the 
University has never been without 
some type o( an RA program. 
By looking at dormitory life in the 
1971-7; academic year when the 
University cut its number of RAs in 
half and by looking at the results of a 
case   study   by   the   University   of 
Missouri    in    Columbia, 
conclusions can be made. 
certain 
In 1971. 
number of 
because of 
Fayetta   M. 
the University cut the 
RAs from 180 to 90 
a budget crunch, said 
Paulsen,  coordinator of 
residence hall programs. At that time, 
the effects of the cut were viewed with 
many reservations because of what 
might have happened t6 residence hall 
life. 
"WE  ANTICIPATED  what  might 
happen and it did." she said. "But we 
wanted to try and see if it was a way 
in which we could save some money in 
operational costs." 
What did happen was that damage 
and theft in residence halls soared. 
Paulsen said this was because of 
transients and persons who did not live 
in the residence halls, but whose 
presence was undetected by the 
smaller siaffs. 
Also, floor events deteriorated and 
nearly vanished because of the lack of 
organized supervision, she said. Many 
times there wasn't anyone available to 
help students with questions or 
problems, she said. 
Similar results were shown indicated 
by the University of Missouri's RA 
study. 
In 1971, that university chose three 
men's dormitories and established 
different forms of hall administration 
in each. 
Quinlan death to be decided by family 
DENVILLE, NJ. (AP) - Secrecy 
shrouded those who hold 
court-approved powers to disconnect 
Karen Anne Quintan's life-supporting 
respirator and there was no indication 
yesterday when steps might be taken 
to end the comatose woman's life. 
"Now the decision is out of the 
public and legal arena and has been 
returned to the sacred realm of the 
privacy of the family, the physicians 
and the hospital." said Paul 
Armstrong. Quinlan family lawyer, 
following the disclosure that all parties 
in the case had decided not to appeal a 
landmark New Jersey Supreme Court 
ruling that could allow the 22-year-old 
woman to die. 
"That matter is now private," 
Armstrong said, when asked if the 
media would be informed when the 
woman's parents begin  fulfilling the 
requirements of the court order so the 
respirator can be turned off. 
•THEY WOULD deeply appreciate 
privacy at this point." said the Rev. 
Thomas Trapaso. a parish priest at 
Our Lady of the Lake Church in 
Mount Arlington, where the Quinlans 
worship and where Julia Quinlan. 
Karen's mother, works as a secretary. 
"It is  really  a  family matter and 
they would like to deal with it outside 
the public eye. They terribly need to 
be alone and private." Father Trapaso 
said 
According to the court ruling. 
before ihe respirator can be turned off 
competent medical authorities musi 
advise Joseph Quinlan (hat his 
daughter cannot return to a thinking 
and aware condition. A hospital ethics 
committee  must   then  consider that 
advice reasonable, the court said in the 
March 31 ruling. 
THE QUINLANS. Armstrong and 
spokesmen for Quintan's doctors and 
St. Clare's Hospital, where the woman 
has been in a coma since last April, all 
declined to say if any or all 
preparations had already been made lo 
meet the court requirements. 
Ralph Porno, lawyer for doctors 
Robert Morse and Arshad Javed. 
Quintan's physicians, said yesterday 
the doctors would not appeal. He also 
said the doctors would not comment. 
New Jersey Any. Gen. William P. 
Hyland, Morris County Prosecutor 
Donald G. Collester, St. Clare's 
Hospital and Thomas Curtin, who was 
Quintan's court-appointed legal 
guardian until the high court named 
her father to that role, all said they 
would not appeal. 
THE HOSPITAL reached its 
decision early yesterday after its 
21 -member board of trustees met in 
private, according to a spokesman for 
Lawrence Stern, who represents the 
board. 
Armstrong said Wednesday that 
"it's certainly within the hospital's 
by-laws" for the trustees to appoint 
ihemselves as the elhics committee. 
But there was still no indication 
lhat the trustees made any decision 
yesterday other than to refrain from 
appealing. 
The Quinlans had said after the 
ruling that Ihey would wait to see if 
any appeals were planned before 
atlempting to fulfill the court's 
requirements. 
THE FIRST residence building was 
designated as a control hall. It had a 
hall director, personal assislants 
(RAs) and siudenl governments on 
each floor. 
The second hall had a hall director 
and RAs on each floor but no student 
government 
The third hall was unstructured and 
had only a hall director. 
In all three halls the students had 
the same high school graduation dates, 
class levels or ACT scores, according to 
the leport. 
Comparative studies were made 
during the year regarding the student 
perception of environment. This was 
tested by a uniform College and 
University Environmental 
Questionnaire (CUES). The number of 
dropouts, student grade point averages 
(GPAs). noise levels, distractions and 
hall damages were also compared. 
RESULTS INDICATE that students 
in the control and second halls had 
more positive CUES scores, regarding 
orientation than the students in the 
unstructured hall. 
The control hall had fewer dropouts 
and higher GPAs than the other two 
halls. There was no difference in these 
areas between the second and 
unstructuicd halls. 
The unstructured hall had the 
highest noise and distraction levels. 
Self-evolved student leaders in Ihe 
unstructured hall did not like the lack 
of authority during emergencies. There 
was a large number of freshman 
uninformed of university functions, 
according lo the report. 
Leaders also reported a tendency 
for students from other halls to be 
rowdy in their halls because of the 
lack of RAs. Most wanted RAs to 
enforce noise regulations and provide 
advice and assistance for the hall 
director. 
Conclusions that could be drawn 
from the evidence of this icport and 
the effects on residence hall life in the 
1971-72 academic year at the 
University are: 
-RAs are necessary in providing a 
total education for the on-campus 
residents of the University; and 
-RAs perform the vital function of 
providing an environment in which 
students can excell. Without them, 
residence hall life would suffer and the 
teal losers would be the students. 
Weather 
Moslly sunny and cool today. 
High in the upper 40s and the low 
SOs. Fair and not as cool tonight. 
Low 30 to 35. Partly cloudy and 
warmer tomorrow. High in the 
upper SOs and the low 60s. 
Probability of precipitation 10 per 
cent today and tonight. 
Architect presents design plans 
for music, recreation facility 
Plans 
James Bassett, landscape architect and a University consultant, describes his site 
development   plan   for   the  new  Musical  Arts  Bldg.  and  Recreation  Center. 
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynnl 
By Pat Thomas 
News Editor 
A site development plan for the new 
Music Arts Bldg. and the Recreation 
Center was presented yesterday by 
James Bassett, landscape architect and 
a University consultant. 
Both facilities will be constructed 
on the southeast comer of Sterling 
Farm field, next to the Health Center. 
Site plans indicate that two small lakes 
will be constructed in the area around 
the buildings. 
According to Bassett. the lakes are 
designed to provide landfill for an 
earth berm which will surround the 
Recreation Center, as well as provide 
storm-water-runoff areas and scenic 
value. 
ALSO INCLUDED in the plans is 
the extension of Merry Avenue (north 
of the Health Center) to Ihe 
intersection of Mercer Road and 
Stadium Drive. The cost and funding 
of the extension has not been 
determined. 
The   Merry   Avenue   extension   is 
expected to increase access to the 
buildings and lessen traffic difficulties. 
Facilities for the handicapped, 
including u parking area adjacent to 
the Recreation Center have been 
included in the design, said Bassett and 
Thomas K. Zung, architect handling 
the design of the center. 
Parking for both buildings is 
available in the lot behind the Health 
Center and in the Ice Arena parking 
lot. In addition, a 240-space lot will be 
built just north of the Musical Arts 
Bldg. 
Bassett said vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic patterns as well as the overall 
campus plan had been studied in 
developing the site plans. 
BASSETT'S presentation followed a 
meeting of the Board of Trustees. 
The board approved the charter of 
the Public Advisory Council for 
Television (PACT), designed to 
provide community input and 
assistance to WBGU-TV, the 
University noncommercial television 
station. 
University Provost Kenneth W. 
Rothe said that PACT will aid in 
developing "a community base for 
expressing needs which can then be 
met by the station." 
A PACT steering committee of nine 
members was also approved. 
Rothe said WBGU-TV faces a 
$70,000 budget cut because of 
decreased federal grants and increased 
programming costs. He suggested that 
additional money might he generated 
through the community involvement 
encouraged by PACT. 
The trustees also approved a 
$140,000 expenditure for the repair of 
the east and west roof sections of 
ConklinHall. f 
Also noted by the board was a 
SI ,029,153 increase in total grants and 
contracts received by the University 
for the fiscal year to date. 
Approval of the educational and 
general fee budgets will be the subject 
of the next Board of Trustees meeting. 
May 13. 
CBS'Daniel Schorr discusses job suspension, future of America 
By Jim Sluzewski 
Editorial Editor 
"There will always be whistle-blowers, they are the saviors of this country." 
That   is   how   one   of   the   so-called   whistle-blowers,   suspended   CBS 
correspondent Daniel Schorr, explained his role in publishing confidential CIA 
documents to a group of local educators at the Phi Delta Kappa Symposium held 
yesterday at Toledo's Commodore Perry Hotel. 
Schorr, who was suspended from his reporting duties, explained he does not 
believe he did anything wrong by releasing confidential government reports of 
CIA activities to The Village Voice, a liberal New York weekly. 
He said since his job and salary suspension from CBS, he has had time to read 
and interpret Constitutional law, particularly the First Amendment and he said 
that amendment was set up to allow the press to print documents the 
government would consider top secret, but which the public should know. 
He said there are still secretive agencies in this country which are not 
responsible to the people, and not even to the president. 
Despite the trauma the country went through over Watergate and its coverup, 
Schorr pointed put that America has come through it well. 
"I don't know any country where the government can be overthrown and 
another can take over with no military or force as when President Richard M. 
Nixon resigned," he said. 
In his years as a foreign correspondent in the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe, the military was involved in practically every change in government, he 
said. 
He said when Stalin died in Russia, the KGB, the Soviet secret police, and the 
military crowded the si reels day and night to insure someone wouldn't try to 
seize power. 
But he said America today is far from perfect and things will have to change 
in the future. 
"If a nation is going to survive, it has to change from a sense of individualism 
to some sense of community," he said. 
"17 a nation Is going to survive, It has to change from a sense 
of Individualism to some sense of community," 
In his address. Schorr quoted the late Surpeme Court Justice Hugo Black who 
said that the press was set up the way it was "to serve the governed, not the 
government."      * 
The main topic of his address, though, was how he sees the future of America. 
. "We're coming to a painful time in our governmental," Schorr said. 
He described the current CIA investigations, which he was assigned to cover 
for CBS, as the "son of Watergate," and explained that those investigations, the 
Watergate affair and other recent government developments are part of the same 
general era the country is in. 
He said the things we know and are finding out about government dealings is 
like peeling an onion. 
He said on the surface, the bugging of the Democratic National Headquarters 
during the 1972 elections seemed relatively harmless, but when that layer of the 
onion was peeled off, the next was revealed, showing the operation involving the 
break-in at the office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist. 
' Schorr added that eventually all the layers are being peeled back and what will 
be seen at the core is the very secret sessions of the secretive committees that 
commit! such offenses as the opening of private mail by the CIA. 
"I think whatever the race, whatever the ethnic background, we will have lo 
learn to share." 
Everyone getting together and helping each other will mean do or die for the 
country in the future, according to Schorr. 
We still act as though we are a land of unlimited opportunity, although we are 
not, he said, adding that when Europeans were running out of resources they got 
together to remedy the situation, though he said it hasn't happened here yet. 
He said Americans have always cut down forests and then looked for the next 
forest to start cutting, but he said they can no longer afford that to continue. 
"The frontier is gone now," he said. 
His insights pointed out that problems which are facing the United States now 
will probably get better in the future. 
As for Schorr himself, he does not know what the future holds. 
He says he does not have any immediate plans. 
"Right now I'm preoccupied with the full-time job of martyrdom. Because 
I'm so busy, I don't look forward very much." 
Eventually he would like to retire and possibly try freelance writing, Schorr 
said. 
Daniel   Schorr 
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a needed reform 
The Ohio House of Representatives Wednesday passed and sent to 
the Senate a bill that would allow up to $50,000 in compensation for 
crime victims to cover wages lost and medical expenses incurred as a 
result of a crime. 
This action desperately was needed to safeguard the innocent 
citizen who often falls victim to the ever-expanding crime wave 
sweeping the nation. 
Making the proposal even more agreeable is the fact that the 
convicted criminals will be footing the bill for the increased state 
expenditures caused by the payments. 
The bill stipulates that each convicted criminal will face a $5 
increase in court costs to cover the extra expenses. 
The passage of this legislation could make Ohio a safer place to 
live. Crime victims who normally couldn't afford to miss work and 
would have to drop charges for that and other financial reasons will 
have the opportunity to pursue legal action and clear the streets of 
more criminals. 
If the Senate passes the measure, as we hope they will, the public 
should not take undue advantage of the law and spoil it for 
themselves by concocting unreal expenses to milk more money from 
the government. 
This aid to victims could be an invaluable criminal code reform for 
the state and should be given approval in the legislature and the 
Sutehouse. 
students need R As 
Rumors of the University administrators questioning the necessity 
of having Resident Advisers (RAs), and advocating abolishment of 
the RA program have been circulating since the beginning of 
February. Most of the discussion1 was done in light of questioning 
of the Residence Program's Office budget. 
Since February, the rumor has faded away and the questioning has 
stopped. However, that does not mean that the University could not 
abolish the RA program because of future budgetary limitations. 
If that situation ever occurs, the University might save some 
money in salaries, but other expenses could skyrocket, while the 
quality of dorm life would plummet. 
The University of Missouri at Columbia's recent experiment with 
various forms of dorm living (some dorms had RAs, while others did 
not) showed a definite advantage to the student aided by an RA. 
Students living in dorms with RAs adjusted better to the college 
experience, while those without RAs had a more difficult time. 
Those dorms without RAs were also subjected to increased vandalism 
by students from other dorms. 
The most serious implication was that in a dorm without RAs, no 
one had responsibility in an emergency. 
RAs provide a vital link between the student and the University. 
They provide many intangible benefits to the student, and even 
considering abolishing RAs Is unthinkable. 
kicking the medical habit 
WASHINGTON-By next fall almost 
every one of us will have been 
frightened into taking the flu 
vaccination. No matter what the 
outcome, next winter we'll be happy 
we- took the shots and grateful to the 
doctors for giving them to us. 
If a million die from flu. well tell 
ourselves it would have been two 
million without the vaccinations. If 
next winter shows the usual mortality 
rates, we'll say the shots saved us 
entirely, and maybe they will have, 
but there's reason to think we give 
medicine more credit for the control 
of such infectious diseases than the 
evidence warrants. 
"The combined death rate for 
scarlet fever, diptheria, whooping 
cough and measles from 1860 to 1965. 
for children up to 15 shows that 
nearly 90 per cent of the total decline 
in the death rate over this period had 
occurred before the introduction of 
antibiotics and widespread 
immunization against diptheria," or so 
writes Ivan lllich, one of our most 
perceptive and original social critics. 
The same can be said of typhoid, 
cholera and tuberculosis. Irrtproved 
nutrition, bringing with it a higher 
resistance, seems to offer a better 
explanation for the decline of these 
diseases than the work of our modem 
medicine. 
THESE ARE bothersome thoughts 
because we do live in what lllich calls a 
medicalized society. Medicine isn't the 
affair of the sick alone. Sick or well, 
you go to the doctor. You go to the 
doctor even before you are born and, 
if you're unlucky, your health 
problems begin with the doctor 
X-raying your little fetal body. There 
is a doctor-specialist for every age 
group. Babies have pediatricians and 
older people have geroniologists. for 
the stages of life have become a 
sequence of medical conditions. 
We are never supposed lo be out of 
a doctor's care. The radio and the 
television tell us to get our lungs 
X-rayed, to get our lumps palpitated, 
our blood pressure measured, and 
never put off medical examination just 
because we feel good. Patients aren't 
just sick people; they are all people. 
The healthy patient isn't an anomaly, 
he's routine. 
Considerable doubt exists that 
inviting people who feel good to get 
check-ups helps them. "A review of 
two dozen studies  shows that these 
Nicholas 
von Hoffman *'• 
diagnostic procedures-even when 
followed by high level medical 
therapy-have no impact on life 
expectancy," writes lllich in an 
excellent little book called "Medical 
Nemesis: The Expropriation of 
Health." "Ironically, ihe serious 
asymptomatic disorders which this 
kind of screening alone can discover 
are frequently incurable illnesses in 
which early treatment aggravates the 
patient's physical condition." 
One way or another, all roads lead 
to the hospital, a place where many 
are called to enter and few are 
permitted to leave. 
. "THE AVERAGE frequency of 
reported accidents in hospitals was 
higher than in all industries but mines 
and highrise construction," lllich tells 
us, but who doesn't know? Hospitals 
are so feared that their reputations 
alone must contribute to killing their 
patients. 
Imagine being a stroke victim, 
sitting in a hospital bed-you can't 
talk-but you know the chances are 
one out of 10 or one out of 15, you 
will be given the wrong medicine. 
At the same time national medical 
health insurance, the high cost of 
hospital rooms, equal and easy access 
to medical care are questions of high 
moment. Although there is every 
reason to suspect that making more 
care available will shorten life 
expectancy, people are demanding it. 
insisting it's an American birthright. 
We've developed what lllich calls a 
medical dependency. Even when we're 
well, we're passive patients, persons 
who are done to. who harbor 
impossible expectations from our 
physicians, who pay our insurance 
premiums so that we may die, 
intensively cared for by alerting 
sensors and telemetry. We are 
dependent. 
THERE ARE a few signs of change, 
however. The interest in exercise and 
diet for health, not for looks, is 
growing and with it the notion that 
you, not your doctor, are primarily 
responsible for yourself. 
A recent  article on health in the 
Wall Street Journal suggested that 
healthy ways of living can be expected 
to do more than any medical 
breakthroughs or gadgets that are 
likely to be invented. That's a shift for 
an institution prone to equate progress 
with larger marketing opportunities. . . 
These are only the earliest signs. In ■ 
Washington they still debate national 
health insurance, when everyone who's 
thought about it knows a massive and 
continuous campaign to educate 
people, especially young people, about 
tobacco and food would be cheaper 
and better for health. How that's 
supposed to come about as long as 
schools' free-lunch programs habituate 
kids to foods that'll give -em cancer of 
the colon in 30 years will need some 
working out. 
Kicking medical dependency also 
involves de-emphasis of medical 
institutions, if possible. It may be too 
late in the day for people to be sick at 
home-oi to die at home. Never mind 
that it is cheaper and. by some 
standards, happier and more humane. 
In less than a century a proper 
middle-class death has changed from a 
picture of a figure in bed expiring with 
relatives all around to the television 
cliche of the blip on the electronic 
oscillator flicking to a monotone line. 
HOW DO YOU Sfm'PHALAiNGISTV?" 
this may be the year for advocates of new tax plans 
WASHINGTON-Now is the time 
when most of us are up to our wallets 
in income tax paper work. The 
deadline is four week's away. Even the 
IRS says the new forms are more 
complicated than ever. 
You would think, therefore, that 
the presidential candidates would be 
brimming over with ideas to ease our 
anguish. But no. Nothing beats an 
election campaign for stultifying 
serious talk of tax reform. 
The reason is that tax reform is 
political dynamite. It can hurt a 
candidate as much as it helps. Treasury 
Secretary William Simon has a simple 
plan he tried hard to get into President 
Ford's election-year budget message. 
The White House told him to be a 
good boy and go away. 
JIMMY CARTER offhandedly gave 
Honda voters a quick peek at his 
version of tax reform. His Democratic 
rivals jumped on him so savagely that 
Carter dropped it like a hot Georgia 
peanut. 
But you may hear more of this tax 
simplification proposal if either Mr. 
Ford or Carter becomes the 
presidential nominees in November. It 
is a plan that, in its essence, has 
support not only from a conservative 
like Simon and a Democratic moderate 
like Carter, but also from some noted 
liberal economists. But it is also so 
bold that it may take a while before 
most politicians and lawmakers are 
brave enough to look at it seriously. 
The proposal, as first outlined by 
Simon in a speech to the Tax 
Foundation in New York last 
December 3, is simply "to wipe the 
slate dean of personal tax preferences, 
special deductions and credits, 
exclusions from income and the like" 
and to impose instead a single 
progressive tax on all individuals. 
That would mean eliminating tax 
deductions for home mortgage 
interest, which got Carter in some 
difficulty last week. And it would 
mean an end to the free ride for the 
millionaires-which would have irked 
Republican contributors, had Mr. Ford 
advocated the Simon plan. 
BUT STUDIES by the Treasury 
Department and outside groups 
suggest that individual income tax 
rate* could be substantially reduced if 
all the tax credits and deductions were 
erased from the books. At the same 
J.F terHorit 
deductions and  from other  tax law 
devices. 
IF CARTER gets the Democratic 
nomination, we may hear more details 
of his tax simplification plan this fall. 
That would force Mr. Ford to unveil 
his own-if not the Simon plan, at least 
something akin to it. But it will not be 
an easy decision for either party 
nominee. Closing loopholes in tax 
shelters is guaranteed to bring down 
the wrath of special interest lobbies. 
Yet the time has come to recognize 
the fact that the success of the 
American    tax   system    rests   upon 
voluntary compliance by the citizens. 
And that faith is seriously eroded 
when ordinary taxpayers feel that 
others are escaping their fair share of 
the burden of government through 
special loopholes or through an 
economic ability to take advantage of 
a    complicated    law    that    only 
accountants    and    lawyers    can 
understand. 
There might even be popular 
support for a presidential candidate 
who is able to come up with a simple, 
fair tax plan. After all, Robin Hood 
didn't get to be a hero by taking from 
the poor and giving to the rich. 
time. Simon and many economists 
agree that the government's tax 
revenues would still be maintained at 
present levels. 
While home owners would lose their 
tax deductions for mortgage interest, 
they would make up the difference 
through lower tax rates. The Simon 
plan would set rates at 10 to 12 per 
cent of income for persons at the low 
end of the scale and from 35 to 40 per 
cent for high income persons. 
Thus a family of four with an 
income of SI 5.000 might have an 
annual federal tax of $1,500. 
Wealthier individuals would pay a tax 
of 35 per cent on their incomes over 
$50.000-in other words $17,500 in 
taxes or more. 
Lowest income families would 
continue to pay no income taxes at all. 
But the wealthy, those making 
$100,000 a year or more, would lose 
all present tax shelters. 
GIVING UP a deduction for home 
mortgage interest would certainly 
worry a lot of voters, as Carter found 
out. The treasury department says 
about eight million families save an 
average of $250 in taxes each year 
because of the present deduction. But 
wealthy home owners save even more. 
Moreover, they take advantage of 
other tax loopholes because they have 
more money to invest in such ventures 
than do lower income persons. 
There also are millions of American 
taxpayers who get no benefit at all 
from mortgage interest deductions. 
Renters, for example. 
Simon's shop reports that only 
about one-third of the 17 million 
taxpayers with incomes from $10,000 
to $15,000 were able to take 
advantage of the interest deduction 
last year. Only about half of those 
with incomes from $15,000 to 
$30,000 were able to use the 
deduction. The higher the income, the 
higher the percentage of taxpayers 
getting a break from mortgage interest 
Lerrers 
t.v. lecture 
The class started out quite normally 
as the graduate assistant (who was very 
pleasant by the way) explained the 
materials that each of us would need 
for the studio part of the art class. She 
then proceeded to explain that this 
class would be a TV lecture course. (I 
understand that Art 101 and 102 both 
make use of these TV lectures). 
Well, 1 have heard quite a bit about 
TV lecture courses from people I know 
that go to Ohio State. They 
complained that there was no time for 
students to ask questions, and no way 
for professors to know when students 
are confused. 
The tape does not stop and go over 
anything even if it is obvious that the 
entire class is confused. And then of 
course, everyone told of how boring 
watching someone lecturing on TV can 
be. But even after remembering 
everything that people had told me 
about TV lecture, 1 was still prepared 
to give it a try. For one thing. 101 and 
102 are prerequisites for almost every 
other art course there is. 1 also wanted 
to take a general art course such as this 
one. 
Prepared for boredom, but ready to 
learn, I watched and listened intently 
to the TV. As 1 started to take some 
notes the person next to me said, 
"Don't write that down, "it's right out 
of the book." It was right out of the 
book. It wasn't just the same material 
as that in the text; it was word for 
word directly out of the book. 
I could hardly believe it. Not only 
was it unbdieveable, but it was 
insulting, degrading, and out and out 
disgusting as well. 
I can read and 1 am sure that the 
rest of the student body can also. 
Then why. I ask, was there someone 
on the TV screen reading our textbook 
to us? Why should we be forced to sit 
and listen to what seemed like a third 
grade teacher reading a fairy tale to his 
class, when it would be so much easier, 
faster, more enjoyable, and less boring 
for each of us to read his own book. 
And besides thai, if we read the 
book on our own we wouldn't have to 
be distracted by the tacky music that 
is played in the background 
throughout the so-called lecture. 
In a psychology course I learned 
something that I think also applies 
here. In one of the chapters we read 
(completely on our own!) there was a 
discussion on the effect that a 
teacher's attitude can have on the 
achievement of students. When the 
teacher had high expectations for a 
student, the student had tendency to 
fulfill those expectations. 
It worked the other way too. If the 
teacher had very low expectations for 
a student, then die student would tend 
only to do worse. My point is this: I 
expect more from a (course) teacher 
than to have him or her read the 
textbook to me. and I think that the 
teacher should expect more of me_ 
than for me to sit there and listen to 
him read for two hours a week. 
Having someone read the textbook 
to me implies that they don't think I 
can read or think on my own, and I 
don't like being told that. I don't want 
that little expected of me. 
Peter DeMott 
225 Anderson 
dogs 
I'd like to commend Beth 
Weinberger for her denunciation of the 
irresponsible dog-owners and their 
irrational defenders such as C. Peters. 
Ms. Weinberger, I can totally 
sympathize with you about your child 
being bitten by these ranging canines. 
Late this fall I saw a campus 
policeman apprehend a dog near the 
Union. There is absolutely no doubt in 
my mind that had a child approached 
that dog to pet it (as children naturally 
do), the beast would have snapped. 1 
feel that the officer on the scene will 
agree with me. 
The lax policy of this university 
regarding such animals is going to lead 
to some child getting hurt. I see small 
kiddies on campus all the time, and if 
one of these youngsters gets bitten 
there's going lo be one hell of a 
lawsuit. 
I realize that many of the 
irresponsible dog-owners have their 
beasts for surrogate children, but I 
wish those fools would come to grips 
with their own psychological problems 
in other manners. 
Its been some time now since we 
victims first brought this awful 
situation to the attention of the 
campus community, but apparently 
the officialdom still refuses to do 
anything about it. Also, it seems that 
no student organization has done 
anything positive in this direction. 
Permit me to make a suggestion to 
concerned citizens. If you feel as I do 
(tha't we are being victimized), 
everytime you see a violation by one 
of these irresponsible dog-owners I 
urge you to call Campus Security. 
Don't harass them; just state your 
case. 
1 truly believe you will get the 
message across. I'm not really 
convinced that the police are the 
proper ones to talk to about this mess 
because they don't make policy. 
However, perhaps one of them will get 
tired of the deluge of calls and refer us 
to the proper person in the 
administration. Then, and only then 
will we get something done. 
Grass-roots, local political action is 
as American as apple pie, and the 
powers-that-be have been telling us all 
our young lives that it works. Now. 
let's see if they'll come across on their 
promises. 
Unfortunately there seems little 
doubt to me at this time that, much as 
in the case of New York City. BGSU is 
polarizing into pro and ami dog 
factions. 1 noted a photo on April 7 in 
the BG News on the virtue of dogs 
running all over campus. Your subtle 
pro-dog stance did not escape sensitive 
eyes. 
But again. I urge all concerned, 
responsible people who arc tired of 
being vicitmized by the irresponsible 
few to take action. 
Thomas Kreneck 
H9Wolfly 
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GEORGE C. WALLACE his conceded 
(hat the "odds are great" against his 
winning the Democratic presidential 
nomination this year. 
However, the Alabama governor says 
he will continue to wage an active, but 
scaled-down campaign for the nation's 
highest office. 
His campaign coffers almost depleted, 
Wallace told reporters Wednesday that 
less money will be spent by the campaign 
in the future and he will be making fewer 
campaign appearances. 
But he denied that the campaign is 
insolvent, contending the campaigns of 
othet presidential candidates are in worse 
need of money and "I wonder where they 
are going to get it." 
Wallace was questioned about the 
financial health of his campaign following 
an announcement Tuesday that his 
campaign staff is being cut by two-thirds 
to about 30 workers and that the 
campaign's available funds about equal its 
debts. 
Wallace brushed aside suggestions that 
the campaign is bankrupt, complaining, 
"When we're open and above board in 
what we do, then it's classified as if we're 
broke." 
Still looking for his first primary win, 
Wallace predicted a deadlocked 
Democratic National Convention this 
July and said his delegates "will be a 
factor. They won't be ignored." 
After his third-place showing in the 
Wisconsin primary Tuesday, Wallace 
slipped from second to fourth in delegate 
strength with 104 delegates pledged to 
him. 
PRESIDENT FORD would prefer Sen. 
Hubert II Humphrey as his opponent in 
next November's presidential election 
because Ford believes former Georgia 
Gov. Jimmy Carter would not give the 
voters a clear choice of candidates. 
Gannett Newspapers reported yesterday. 
Ford said of Carter, "He is just not 
specific enough, no) definite enough for 
the public to know where he stands." 
In an interview with Gannett. Ford 
also said former Treasury Secretary John 
Connally is a possible vice presidential 
candidate, among 10 or IS Republicans 
under consideration. 
At the very least. Ford said, "He 
certainly would have to have a position of 
great responsibility...He is a tremendous 
advocate of the administration. 
Ford said he views himself as the 
underdog in the May 1 Texas Republican 
primary election against challenger 
Ronald Reagan. 
In the interview, Ford spoke freely 
about how he views the battle for the 
Democratic presidential nomination. 
If Carter continues to head the pack of 
declared candidates, it becomes 
increasingly unlikely that Humphrey can 
wrest away the nomination. Ford said. 
"Every time Jimmy Carter wins and 
gels more delegates, he makes it more 
difficult for a non-candidate lo step in 
the breach." the President said. 
IN LEBANON, snipers defied a curfew 
yesterday and gunfire crackled around a 
suburban villa where a weekend 
emergency parliament session is 
scheduled to arrange a replacement for 
President Suleiman Franjieh as a first step 
toward ending Lebanon's year-old civil 
war. 
Fighting also flared in several Beirut 
suburbs and mountain resort towns 
despite a 10-day truce declared last 
Friday so parliament could meet. Police 
reported at least 58 persons killed, 51 
wounded, and 62 abducted by gunmen. 
Mosi of those abducted were freed later. 
The palatial villa on the dividing line 
between warring Moslems and Christian 
was made available by a government 
deputy because Lebanon's battle scarred 
parliament building is in a downlown area 
controlled by Moslem gunmen. 
Police said sniper fire and mortar shells 
were landing in Fuad Awwal street, dose 
to the villa, and in the shell-pocked. 
200-yard-wide strip separating Moslem 
and Christian territory. 
"This is obviously a deliberate attempt 
to foil the planned meeting and 
perpetuate the crisis." a police spokesman 
said. 
Brig. Aziz Ah dab. commander of the 
Beirut Garrison, imposed a 24-hour 
curfew in the area and promised 
protection lo deputies for the meeting, 
scheduled tomorrow. Ahdab's armored 
cars and personnel carriers have been 
deployed at intersections in the area. 
A MODERATE EARTHQUAKE shook 
coastal sections of Southern California 
yesterday but no damage was reported. 
The quake hit about 7:20 am and 
started the day off with a "slight rolling 
motion," one resident reported. 
People from Los Angeles to Santa 
Barbara, about 90 miles to the north, 
were flooding their local law enforcement 
agencies and radio stations with reports 
of the tremor. 
Scientific measurements of the quake's 
intensity were not immediately available. 
CLAUD1NE LONGET. singer-actress, 
was charged yesterday with the reckless 
manslaughter in the death of her lover, 
professional skier Vladimir "Spider" 
Sabich. He was fatally shot almost-three 
weeks ago at the home they shared. 
If convicted on the felony charge, the 
French-born entertainer could be fined 
up to $30,000 and sentenced up to tO 
years in prison. 
Longei appeared in Pitkin County 
Court yesterday with her former 
husband, singer Andy Williams, at her 
side. 
County Court Judge John Wendt 
accepted a motion from the district 
attorney to transfer the case to Pitkin 
County District Court, where the charge 
was filed. 
District Court Judge George E. Lohr 
advised Longet of her rights under 
Colorado law and granted a motion from 
her attorney, Charles V. Weedman of Los 
Angeles, for a preliminary hearing. 
The hearing was set for June 8. 
Lohr also granted a motion by 
Weedman that a personal diary kept by 
Longet not be released by the court to 
anyone not involved in the case. 
STATE SENATORS voted yesterday 
to restore budgel cuts of the commerce 
department while stripping it of certain 
consumer protection functions and 
placing them in lhe office of Democratic 
Aity. Gen. William J. Brown. 
Most minority Republicans went along 
with the measure, giving the department 
an extra SI.8 million. But (hey warned 
they will ask GOP Gov. James A. Rhodes 
to veto the consumer transfer. 
The bill, which wenl to the house on a 
31-2 vote, puts additional funds into 
various divisions of (he department to 
enable it to continue uninterrupted its 
other services such as regulation of banks, 
savings and loans, building and loans, and 
the state fire marshal's office. 
Commerce Director J. Gordon Peltier, 
at war with the Democratic-dominated 
Controlling Board the past several months 
over about $2 million in budget cuts for 
his agency, said that without the 
supplemental appropriation he would 
have to close for two weeks in late June 
in order to finish the current fiscal year 
July 1 without being in the red. He also 
said the extra fund would permit recall of 
nearly 100 department employes. 
THE OHIO LOTTERY commission 
approved a contract yesterday for the 
new instant game they hope will boost 
lagging ticket sales next summer. 
The commissioners also voted to go to 
court to find out whether they have 
authority to buy insurance for lottery 
vehicles. 
Commission Chairman David Leahy 
said he believes sales, which one official 
said have dropped below $2 million a 
week recently, "could become six, eight 
or 10 million dollars in one week" with 
the new game. 
With a couple of S6 million weeks, 
Leahy said, "we could go to $121 
million" in ticket sales for the fiscal year 
ending June 30. 
However, one lottery official who 
asked not to be identified said if the game 
is not started on schedule in June, the 
commission may not reach the $110 
million figure budgeted for the fiscal 
year, a light increase over the first year's 
intake. 
Details and prize structure of the 
instant game still were being finalized, 
but the tickets are expected to sell for $1 
each. 
Numbers on the tickets will be 
concealed under a gold-colored overlay 
which the purchaser can scratch off to see 
whether he is a winner. 
"HIC," demanded the customer as he 
sidled to the bar. "Gimme one of them 
there Tahitian Typhoons." 
But before the patron swallowed three 
times fast, the computerized contraption 
behind the bar had mixed 10 Ingredients 
and the fancy cocktail was on the bar 
together with the check. 
Scenes like this may become more 
frequent to the amazement of booze 
hounds who like their drinks mixed by 
real people. Don't look for an electronic 
bar computer in your neighborhood 
tavern, but if you go into a really fancy 
place you are more likely to see one of 
them. 
The American Beverage Control Cd"rp. 
in Kent and the NCR Corp. in Dayton 
both manufacture bar computers and 
both firms say the machines eliminate 
spillage and transform the mixing and 
pouring of alcoholic beverages into an 
assembly-line operation. 
Bar managers also are aware that such a 
machine eliminates cheating by 
bartenders. After dispensing a drink the 
machine automatically totals the check, 
including the tax, records the waitress 
number, specifies whether it is cash or 
charge and the drink classification. 
NCR electronic bars cost $12,680 and 
1,200 have been installed; the American 
Beverage Control machine costs about 
$17,000 and more . than 100 have been 
installed, company officials say. 
Unemployment hurts youths 
Although the US 
economy is improving, job 
opportunities for teenagers 
and young adults remain 
scarce. • 
"One of the most tragic 
consequences of the 1975 
recession and the severe 
unemployment projected 
through 1980 is the 
economic, social and 
psychological impact it will 
have on many young 
people," the Joint 
Economic Committee of 
Congress said in a recent 
statement. 
The Committee said that 
the severe unemployment 
predicted through 1980 
could cause increasing 
crime, drug abuse and other 
types of antisocial behavior 
among the nation's young. 
"If that's no! social 
dynamite, I don't know 
what is." said Sar Levitan. 
director of George 
Washington University's 
Center for Manpower 
Studies. 
ALTHOUGH 
unemployment rates are 
typically higher for 
teenagers and young adults 
than ihey are for the rest of 
the labor market, the 
recession lias worsened the 
situation. 
According to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, at the 
height of the recession last 
year. 3.7 million youths, 
half in their teens and hall 
in. their early 20s, were 
unemployed. This group 
accounted for nearly one 
fourth of the civilian labor 
market and almost half of 
all unemployed workers. 
Although the jobless rate 
has improved in recent 
months the number of teens 
who are unemployed is still 
above 19 per cent leaving 
3.4 million youths jobless. 
The overall unemployment 
rate has dropped from 8.9 
per cent last May at the 
height of the recession to 
7.6 per cent in February. 
Black youths especially 
have been affected by the 
lack of available jobs. 
Government figures indicate 
that 34.6 per cent of black 
youths between the ages of 
16 and 21 are unemployed. 
This rate increased to over 
50 per cent for those from 
inner city areas. 
A    major    reason    for 
Profs studying police 
By Jane Musgrave 
Asst. Copy Editor 
Two University 
psychology professors arc 
doing research for the city 
of Chicago on procedures 
used in police officci 
selection. The city awarded 
the psychology department 
a $47,000 grant to conduct 
the research. 
"What we are trying to 
do is to develop a battery of 
tests and observations that 
can he used to predict 
which persons will make 
good police officers and 
which ones won't." Dr. 
Robert M. Guion. professor 
of psychology, said. 
Guion. Co director of the 
project with Dr. Kenneth M. 
( Alvares. associate professor 
of psychology, originally 
was contacted by the 
Chicago police department 
two  years ago. The city's 
police department had been 
charged with sex and race 
disenmination in recruiting 
practices. As a result. $96 
million in revenue Airing 
funds have been withheld 
by federal judges. 
HOWEVER. GUION said 
a new plan for judging 
■ecruits is being devised. "If 
the judges are convinced 
that the new system of 
judging lecruits is 
non-discriminatory, the 
funds will be released," he 
Mid 
Though the research 
study began two years ago. 
it is only in lhe past two 
months that intensive work 
has been done. Guion said. 
A center has been set up 
whcio recruits arc tested. 
Before entering the police 
academy, recruits are 
required lo attend a 
two-day session where they 
must    pciform    situalional 
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exercises and are given series 
of perception, memory and 
personality tests. 
The recruits' 
performance duties observed 
by veteran police officers, 
members of Chicago 
agencies and the researchers. 
The evaluations are 
analyzed and hopefully will 
be used to predict the type 
of performance which 
indicates good police officer 
potential. Guion said. 
Guion said the judges 
may release the funds 
because the police 
department is making a 
"good faith effort" to end 
discriminatory practices, 
but the release is uncertain. 
Guion and Alvares are 
assisted by psychology 
majors. Graduate students. 
John Arnold and Dennis ('. 
Sweeney, are involved in the 
research as part of their 
assistantship assignment. 
joblessness among American 
youths is the large number 
of them who enter the job 
market each year. The 
post-war baby boom has 
increased the number of 
teenagers in the labor 
market form 4.8 million to 
8.8 million over the last 15 
years with an additional 2.5 
million entering the labor 
market annually. 
THE DECLINE in the 
birth rate, which began in 
the US in the early 1960s, 
probably will not affect the 
job market until the eirly 
1980s. 
"The kinds of job 
opportunities that kids had 
five years ago have largely 
disappeared." Nat 
Goldfinger, research 
director for the AFL-CIO 
said. "Blacks." he said, "lo 
a great extent are locked 
into central city slum areas 
and especially feel the loss 
of neighborhood stores." 
Despite the demise of the 
draft. Penagon officials say 
that they have had no 
problem meeting their 
recruiting goals. Sgt. Irene 
Douglas of the Army 
recruiting office in Bowling 
Green said that she docs not 
attribute the number of 
people wanting to enter the 
servici to lugh rates of 
uncnipi>yment .hut lo the 
improvements in the Army. 
Many high schools and 
college graduates do not 
want lo commit themselves 
to the armed forces 
immediately after finishing 
school, but many do 
eventually, because of the 
job security the armed 
forces offers, she said. 
Economists say job 
opportunities will become 
even more scarce in May 
and June when many 
students will be graduating 
ATTENTION 
EDUCATION 
MAJORS 
APPLICATION FOR STUDENT 
TEACHING, WINTER. 1977 
MONDAY. APRIL 12, 1976 
GRAND BALLROOM 
Students planning to student teach during Winter, 
1977 should attend one of the meetings that will be 
held every hour, the first meeting beginning at 1 pm 
and the last at 5 pm. Applications will be distributed, 
and supervisors will be available to help students with 
questions concerning student teaching stations. 
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THE ASIAN/AMERICAN 
EXPERIENCE: ITS MEANING 
FOR AMERICAN LIFE 
LECTURE BY PROF. ROGER DANIELS, 
CHAIRMAN, DEPT. OF HISTORY. 
FREDONIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 
FREDONIA, NY. 
7:30 PM, 
OHIO SUITE, UNION, 
TUESDAY. APRIL 13 
SPONSORED BY 
ASIAN ROOTS 
AND 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
and seeking employment. 
JAMES L. GALLOWAY, 
director of career planning 
and placement, said the 
employment situation 
appears to be "a lot better 
this year than it was last 
year." especially for those 
in business and health fields. 
Galloway also said that the 
number of job recruiters 
visiting the university this 
year has increased as has the 
number of students being 
recruited. 
Kurt K. Zimmerman, 
director of student 
employment, said that 
"although we don't make 
counts" there has been a 
large number of students 
asking his office for 
assistance in finding summer 
employment. There has 
been an increase in the 
number of residence halls 
and organizations who have 
requested speakers from his 
office to discuss summer job 
hunting tactics with 
students, he said. 
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'Tax/ Driver' stuns, disturbs 
Review by 
Michael Scott Btraon 
Miny people walked oul 
of theaters iftet seeing 
"One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest" slightly 
dazed, shaking their heads 
and mumbling "that jus! 
blew me away." 
"Taxi Driver" has little in 
common with (hat picture 
except in terms of 
impact-you'll not only be 
blown away, but put into 
orbit around Jupiter, shot 
through the heart of the 
sun, fired back to earth and 
planted six feet under. 
Thai's how potent a viewing 
experience "Taxi Driver" is. 
This is director Martin 
Scorsese's third major film 
(the earlier two being 
"Mean Streets" and "Alice 
Doesn't Live Here 
Anymore") and it is hard to 
imagine Scorsese-or anyone 
else, for that matter-pro- 
ducing a movie molt 
stunning than this one. 
THE STORY'S main 
character is Travis Bickle. .111 
ex-Marine of myitcrioui 
origin who drives a taxiiah 
on the night shift through 
the festering streets of New 
York City because he can't 
sleep at night. Scorsese and 
cameraman Michael 
Chapman have employed a 
number of unusual 
cinematic techniques to 
emphasize the character's 
alienation. 
Many scenes are shot in a 
subtle slow-motion that 
tends to make everyone 
look as though they are 
moving through a dream-or, 
more accurately, a hellish 
nightmare. Travis sees the 
inhabitants of the dty 
through the distorting 
prisms of his cab's rear-view 
mirror or windows, blended 
together with the garish 
colors of incessant neon 
lights. 
The result is that the 
viewer is plunged into a 
malevolent universe which 
at once hypnotizes and 
disorients. Halfway through 
the film you II feel as 
though you're a part of the 
night mare with no way out. 
Knnugli cannot he said 
■bout what the musical 
score provided hy the late. 
great Bernard Herrmann 
does in t e 1 m s of 
ctupJi.isi/ing the state of 
Travis Hicklc's mind, Karly 
111 the Mm. when we see 
Travis as a lonely and 
confuted man. Herrmann 
punctuates the visuals with 
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You've 
been there. 
Now you 
can help 
them. 
They vt got • long wey to 
go In a world that Isn't easy 
But wtih someone* help 
they'll make it What they need 
■s a friend 'Someone to act os 
confidant and guide Perhaps 
It could be you at a Salesian 
Prieet or Brother. 
The Selesians of Si John 
Bosco were founded in 1859 to 
serve youth unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed 
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been - and 
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young- 
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow Nol an easy 
task but one which we welcome 
And how do we go about if1 By following the precepts of 
our founder. Oon Bosco  To crowd oul evil with reason, religion 
end kindness with a method of play, learn .mo pray We're 
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men 
At a Salesian you are guaranteed the chance to help 
the young in a wide range of endeavor   .   at guidance counsel- 
ors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches. 
psychologists ..   in boys clubs, summer camps      as mission- 
aries And you are given me kind of training you need to 
achieve your alms. 
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest 
order) but a warm one A community with an enthusiastic famiry 
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short- 
comings, loo. If you feel at we do. that service to youth can be 
an Important mission in your hfe. we welcome your Interest 
I  For more Information about Salesman Priests and 
| Brothers, mall this coupon to: |  Father Joeeph, SO ■    PtoorsA ?1& 
: Salesians OF ST. JOHN IOSCO Fiion Lin*, WMI M«v»fiinw. NY toaaa I 
I 
I 
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a bittersweet Jazz melody. 
AS TRAVIS grows 
increasingly more disturbed 
and violent, a discordant 
note is introduced into the 
theme, and drums begin 
pounding like the headaches 
which afflict Travis. 
By the time the film's 
bloody climax is reached, 
you will not be hearing the 
music as much as you will 
be feeling it, pounding in 
your blood. (Herrmann 
provided the score for 
Alfred Hitchcock's 
"Psycho" some years back, 
demonstrating his ability to 
get under the audience's 
skin-and stick needles into 
II) 
The acting is as effective 
as the musical score. Robert 
DeNiro's portrait of Travis 
Bickle, an outcast ready to 
explode in violence against 
the diseased society which 
has rejected him, will take 
its place alongside such 
classic screen interpretations 
as Marlon Brando's Stanley 
Kowalski. Paul Newman's 
Hud and Duslin Hoffman's 
Ratso Rizzo. 
It's a performance that 
etches itself into your brain 
like acid, a portrayal of the 
edge of madness that cannot 
be  forgotten.  Reserve one 
Oscar for DeNiro come next 
March. 
MATCHING HIM every 
step of the way is Jodie 
Foster, a 13-year-old who 
plays the cynical prostitute 
"Easy" with so much 
panache that it's difficult to 
believe that her most recent 
performances have been as 
Becky in "Tom Sawyer" 
and on the television version 
of "Paper Moon." They 
might as well deliver the 
Best Supporting Actress 
Oscar to her right now--no 
one's going to top her 
interpretation in "Taxi 
Driver." 
Peter Boyle, Cybill 
Shepherd and Harvey KeiteT 
also lend able support, 
though their excellence is 
somewhat overshadowed by 
the utter magnificence of 
DeNiro and Foster. 
Paul Schrader's original 
screenplay is probably the 
weakest element of the film, 
although wilh Scorsese and 
DeNiro it's sometimes hard 
to tell when they are 
following the script and 
when they are improvising. 
Certainly the character of 
Travis Bickle makes little 
sense when one stops to 
examine it, alternately 
taking on the aspects of a 
poet,   i    clpd,   and   a 
professional assassin. 
HOW MANY movies have 
you seen lately that made 
Bowling Green look like a 
sinister, surreal 
environment? 
A caution, however: 
"Taxi Driver" combines the 
psychological • intensity of 
"Jaws" with the blood and 
violence of a Sam Peckinpah 
film, and simply may be too 
heavy an experience for 
some people On a scale of 
I 10. with "The Sound of 
Music" at one and 
"Cuckoo's Nest" at five, 
"Taxi Driver" scores a 10 
lor impact. But it is also a 
very ugly and very 
disturbing movie. 
You should not attend it 
expecting a couple of hours 
of light entertainment. 
"Taxi Driver" will hit 
you on the head like a 
sandbag, and teach you a 
new meaning for the term 
"blown away." "T«xi • Driver" - The dark side of the soul. 
Chinese hail Hua appointment 
NOW LEASING 
FOR FALL 
Beat the rain and bad weather 
located next to campus 
S21 E. MERRY 
Fall leases - 9 months 
•65 each or 1260  per 
month 
2 bedroom - 4 persons 
Furnished 
Washer and Dryer 
available 
.   Central Alrcondltioning 
Plenty of Parking 
Free Cablevision 
All utilities furnished 
with the exception 
of electric 
Apartments are in 
excellent condition 
Call 352-6489 
Summer rates are 
$300 for entire summer 
TOKYO (AP)--An 
estimated 100.000 Chinese, 
waving banners, singing 
revolutionary songs and 
beating gongs, cymbals and 
drums, marched around 
Peking's Tien An Men 
Square yesterday hailing the 
appointment of Hua 
Kuo-feng as premier and 
condemning   ousted   Teng 
Hsiao-ping, Japanese news 
dispatches from Peking 
reported. 
The official Hsinhua news 
agency said the latest shifts 
in the hierarchy were 
endorsed by "several 
million" jubilant citizens in 
all parts of the country, 
including   Chinese   guards 
Put all your low in oiu basket. 
-■BSFTDcSl  
EASTER 
BASKET 
BOUQUET 
frs: 
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 JjjlnuirrhnuBr 
428 EAST WOOSTER STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
TELEPHONE 3531045 
facing the Soviets along the 
frontier in Sinkiang. 
thousands of miles from 
Peking. 
KYODO NEWS service 
said the Peking processions 
continued throughout the 
day. It said many of the 
d emonstrat ors were 
elementary and high school 
pupils wearing Red Guard 
arm bands who waved small 
handmade flags and 
shouted, "Long live 
Chairman   Mao   Tse-tung!" 
Reports said the 
processions    were    well 
organized by government 
workers, workers from 
factories and mines, and 
students and faculty and 
staff members from 
Tsinghua and Peking 
universities. 
Teng. 72. the target of 
several weeks of harsh 
criticism as "the 
unrepentant capitalist-rood- 
er," was stripped of all his 
party and government posts, 
including party vice 
chairman, government vice 
premier and armed forces 
chief of staff, on Mao's 
orders. 
^AlL^^        in cooperation with the 
ORPHYUM CIRCUIT OF BGSU 
presents 
LE CABARET: A REVUE 
A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts 
crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway. 
Staged by the Orphyum Circuit - 
talented music & theatre majors from bgsu 
TWO PERFORMANCES EACH NIGHT -8:00 & 10:00 P.M. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 9 
ADMISSION '5.00 
includes 2 free drinks 
HEAR SELECTIONS FROM: 
—MUSIC MAN 
—SWEET CHARITY 
—HAIR 
—PORGY&BESS 
—GODSPELL 
—WEST SIDE STORY 
—THE FANTASTIKS 
and many more. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 10 
SEATING IS LIMITED 
reservations 
recommended 
352-5211 
ENJOY COCKTAILS AND 
LIGHT HORS'DOEUVRES 
SERVED TABLESIDE 
PRICE OF $5 INCLUDES 
2 FREE DRINKS OF YOUR 
CHOICE. 
\{<ylbJi^ S or-'VUA. 
SOME DAY 
MY PIZZA WILL COME! 
If you've ever sung the blues because of slow 
pizza delivery, take heart - Pizza is our only 
business and Domino's p,omises fast delivery 
(usually within 30 minutes). So next time 
you're hot for a pizza, call Domino's at 
352-5221 
You'll change your tune because: 
The Domino's People ore the 
Pk*o People of B.G.S.U. 
I DOMINO'S PIZZA 
Friday. April 9.1976. The BC New>/P«r I 
Spend an evening with 
BAN FOGELBERG! 
Monday, April 26 
ANDERSON ARENA 
$6°° reserved; $5°°general admission 
tickets on sale at 
Union Ticket Office, Finders, Boogie Records, 
Mr. Formal (Southwyck Mall and Franklin 
Park Mall) and The Headshed 
IN COOPERATION WITH UAO/RICH LeMAR PRODUCTIONS 
BGSU 
Union Activities 
Organization 
■ 
Hgt 6/The BC New$, Frktoy, April 9.1976 
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Frisbees require style 
By Jill Fetter 
You jus! spent $5 on a 
new Super Pro frisbee. Now; 
what are you going to do 
with it? Toss it willy-nilly, 
or throw it like an expert? 
Gary Wiegand, student 
and expert frisbee thrower, 
offered some tips for 
beginners and a secret for 
advanced throwers. 
First, for maximum speed 
and power, keep your 
frisbee in good condition. A 
frisbee that has landed on 
cement develops scratched 
edges. This- will injure your 
fingers. Take a piece of fine 
sandpaper and rub the 
damaged edge with >t. A 
smooth edge on an old 
frisbee makes it as good as a 
new frisbee. 
Peer counselors, Deborah K. Smith and Vicki L. Lamana, senior!, discuss the new 
functions of the Personal Development and life Planning Center with Dr. Joseph 
Lombardi, coordinator of consultation for the center. (Newsphoto by Dave Ryan) 
NOW. OUT ON the grass, 
loosen up a bit. As a golfer 
swings   without    following 
Counselors 
Center offers varied services 
By Willie Slaughter 
Staff Reporter 
The University's Personal 
Development and Life 
Planning Center, 320 
Student Services Bldg. 
formerly known as the 
Counseling Center, is 
prepared to assist the 
University community in 
more ways than just 
counseling. 
Dr. Roman G. Carek, 
director of the center, 
explained that the center 
has the staff and the skills 
to deal  with the needs of 
the community, but that 
the center's purpose is not 
to give solutions to all 
problems. 
"We want to help people 
to explore and reach their 
own solutions through self 
assessment of their abilities, 
needs and interests" Carek 
said, adding that the center 
seeks to help people solve 
their problems. 
Dr. Joseph Lombardi. 
coordinator of consultation 
for the center, said that 
many people had 
"misconceptions that the 
center offered just therapy 
SPRING IS HERE — 
SO IS SUNBATHING TIME 
SOAK UP 
THOSE RAYS 
IN ONE OF 
OUR 2 PC. 
BIKINIS 
9-*10-*ll 
ALSO- 
TUBE TOPS 
HALTER TOPS 
T-TOPS-ETC. 
SUNTAN LOTIONS 
(Bain de Soldi) 
BABY OIL, ETC. 
As shown '9.00 
THE POWDER PUFF 
525 RIDGE 
NOW 
LEASING 
For Sept. 9 month lease 
available at 
$240 per month 
Located at 824 6th St. 
include 
• Furnished 
• 2 bedroom 
• Control Air Conditioning 
• Washor/Dryor in building 
• Free Cablovlslon 
• Natural Gas Hoot, Wator. 
Sewage, Trash Rom ova I 
All Fold By Landlord. 
• Tenant Pays Only Electric 
PHONE 
352-5163 
(Special Summer Rates 
Available '300 for Summer) 
or testing services. 
Lombardi said both 
individual and group 
counseling are available in 
addition to vocational 
counseling. 
MANY PEOPLE are not 
aware of the services that 
the center provides. We 
want to deal with all the 
students, faculty, and staff 
by being a source to help 
them decide what they want 
to do," he said. 
Carek described the 
center as "not so much a 
clinic, but a place to discuss 
problems in living. We try to 
help students develop their 
whole selves." 
Five undergraduate peer 
group counselors serve as an 
adjunct to regular 
counseling. Carek said firm 
relationships have been 
established as a result of 
peer counseling. 
THE CENTER also filers 
marriage counseling, 
"Outreach" programs, 
vocational testing, interest 
testing, and entrance 
examinations for 
professional and graduate 
schools.    Study    skills 
programs are offered to help 
students organize study 
time and material to improve 
their grades. 
"Some people have the 
premise that you have to be 
sick or have serious 
problems to come here, but 
coming here is actually a 
sign of strength, not 
weakess," Lombardi  said. 
Interviews may be 
arranged on a walk-in basis 
at the center from 10-12 
a.m. and 1-3 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Management Agent For 
Piedmont Apartment St-8th St. & High 
Haven House Manor - 1515 E. Wooster 
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St. 
Birchwood Place  650 Sixth St. 
Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses 
furnished & unfurnished 
Leasing Now For Summer and Fall 
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MfW  FURNITUM 
S   Col.Vqo I 
Loosing Office Phone 352 9378 
at Chorrywooci Club     8th & High St. 
ANEW EGG FOR YOUR BASKETl 
190 S. MAIN ACROSS FROM KAUFMAN'S 
OPENINO APRIL 12 
- COMI SEE US OR PHONE 
352-7226 
HAIRCUTS, SETS, COLORING HIGHLIGHTS, 
PERMANANTS, FROSTING 
TORY'S 
through, the frisbee thrower 
grips the frisbee correctly, 
• then swings his throwing 
arm to and fro to limber up 
the muscles. 
The most useful grip is 
the backhand flip. The 
throwing hand is poised 
with the thumb on top, 
index finger on the edge and 
the three remaining fingers 
supporting underneath. 
This position allows the 
most control against the 
wind, the most difficult 
variable to control. It, 
alone, can determine 
whether the throwing will 
be good. 
Next, arrange your body 
in a straight line with where 
you want Id throw the 
frisbee. If your body is in a 
direct line with the target, 
the frisbee will not wander 
off. Remember: know 
exactly where you want the 
frisbee to land, advised 
Weigand. ' 
Next is the throw. Don't 
just let go of the frisbee. 
Hold it, then let it slide off 
your hand in a slow, easy, 
relaxed motion. As a result, 
control can be sustained and 
pacing and rhythm may be 
developed in the throw. 
THE ANCLE AT which 
you throw is also tricky 
because two angles are 
involved--the front-to-back 
angle (in relationship to 
your body), and the 
side-to-side angle (parallel to 
the ground). 
The front-to-back angle 
determines how high the 
friibee will go. The 
side-to-side angle determines 
the type of arch the frisbee 
will make. Initially, just 
experiment with the frisbee, 
keeping it at different 
front-to-back and 
side-to-side angles to see 
exactly what the potential is 
for the throw. 
Ultimately, you will 
know that if you hold the 
frisbee at a certain angle, it 
will  bank  with  the wind, 
instead of against it. 
The spin is another 
element of control, 
according to Weigand. The 
more spin, the better. To 
get spin, snap the wrist hard 
as you let go. 
A secret for advanced 
throwers: skipping off the 
grass is done with a 
backspin. banking the 
frisbee, in the direction of 
the spin, against the ground. 
Leftist violence 
ravages Italy 
ROME (AP)-Extremists hurling firebombs rampaged 
through downtown Rome yesterday, attacking government 
offices, police stations and Christian Democratic party 
offices. The wave of violence heightened tensions caused by 
Italy's political and economic turmoil. 
The Christian Democrats rejected a Communist offer to 
help prop up their shaky minority government in exchange 
for a formal 'ole in policy making. The Christian 
Democratic newspaper II Popolo said Communists could 
play a constructive role in parliament while remaining in 
the opposition. 
THE COMMUNISTS denounced the street violence as 
"provocation and hooliganism." The Vatican newspaper 
also condemned the firebomb attacks and urged authorities 
to ban "demonstrations obviously fomenting new passions 
and offering opportunities for acts of criminal 
provocation." 
In Milan, another in a series of fires believed set by 
arsonists heavily damaged the Motta Candy Co. factory and 
put 3,000 employes out of work. Stnkes for higher pay by 
one million construction workers and airport employes 
added to the country's economic woes. 
Police said an estimated 3.000 leftist extremists threw at 
least 20 fire bombs at the headquarters of the ruling 
Christian Democrats and at the Justice Ministry, injuring a 
policeman and a passer-by. No serious damage was reported. 
*•••••••••••*••••••••••• 
GYROS       t 
Restaurant * 
GREEK & AMERICAN FOOD    Z 
DIFFERENT SPECIAL 
EVERYDAY 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
24 HRS. A DAY 
BREAKFAST SPECIAL EVERYDAY 5 AM • 11 
TWO EOOS ANY STYLE AND TOAST 
.79* 
AM 
Z HOMEMADE SOUPS 
* GYROS SANDWICHES 
* GYROS SHISH KEBABS 
* OREEK SALADS 
4 440 E. COURT ST. 
» NEXT TO HUNTINOTON BANK 
jL BY THE TRACKS 
2 CARRY OUT 24 HRS.                       352-0834 
OPENING SOON 
THE FABULOUS NEW 
® 
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
1540 E. WOOSTER ST. 
HIRING THURS, FRI, SAT 
Must be 18 or Over FULL TIME PREFERRED 
• W.,tr«M«/VV.it..s • Grill Cooki 
•HMIwtMilm                                      •FryCoefci 
• K nch.n *oA«i • DMi Madura Opwato-t > 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 
FULL PAY WHILE TRAINING 
• Semi-hid Group Int. 
• FrHMHk 
• Uniterm 
• »»id Vacation JOIN THE 
" Job Security 
* Fine Train i no 
' Opportunity for Advancement 
j       Family 
TO 4 PM, 
FRISH'S FAMILY RESTAURANT 
1540 E. WOOSTER 
A Greet Piece to Work - A Greet Piece to Eat! 
An equal opportunity employer male/female   . 
Friday. April 9. 1976. The BC News/Page 1 
local briefs 
Seminar program 
Faculty, staff and students who are interested in 
learning more about and possibly participating in the 
University Seminar Program are invited to attend a 
meeting from 3-5 p.m. on Monday in 105 Hanna Hall. 
Design exhibit 
The fourth annual student design exhibition will open 
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Fine Arts Bldg. gallery. 
Singers perform 
The Defiance Chapter of the Society for the 
Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet 
Singing in America will perform at 8 p.m. Monday in the 
Recital Hall. Music Bldg 
Body talk 
Dr. Robert D. Myers, director of the jisychobiology 
program at Purdue University, will present a talk on 
"Neurochemical Mechanisms in Body Thermoregulatory. 
Feeding and Other Behavior" at 5 p.m. Monday in 112 
Life Science Bldg. 
String concert 
The University Chamber Orchestra, conducted by 
Richard Cioffari.will present a concert at 8 p.m. Sunday 
in the Recital Hall. Music Bldg 
Bio-medical ethics 
Dr. Richard Wasserstrom. professor of philosophy and 
professor of law at UCLA, will be on campus to speak 
on the topic of bio-medical ethics. 
The lecture, at 8 tonight in 210 Math-Science Bldg.. 
will he on "Problems of the Allocation of Scarce 
Live-Saving Therapy." At 2 p.m. Saturday in 210 
Math-Science Bldg.. he will lecture on "Is There a Right 
to Die? " 
Wasserstrom's final lecture will be at 2 p.m. Monday 
in the studios of WBGUTV oft the subject of "The 
Determination of Death." 
All lectures are free and open to the public 
Foreign films 
The romance languages department is presenting two 
films by Bunuel at 7 p.m. tonight in 115 Education 
Bldg. A SI donation will be asked. The films to be 
shown are "Un Chien Andalou" and "Viridiana." 
TV show to upgrade Chicano image 
WASHINGTON 
( AP) -- Proposals to 
eliminate gold as 
international money and 
establish flexible new rules 
for currency exchange rates 
are ready for approval by its 
12 8 members, the 
International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) said yesterday. 
The initial impact of the 
changes on the lives of 
Americans probably would 
be  negligible. 
THE PROPOSALS, 
which are in the form of an 
amendment to the IMF 
charter, require each 
member "to direct its 
economic and financial 
policies toward the 
objective of fostering 
orderly economic growth 
with reasonable price 
stability..." 
Johannes II. Wiiieveen. 
the 54-year-old former 
Dutch finance minister who 
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.   § 
UNIVERSITY COURTS APTS.    | 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTALS       v 
CONVENIENTTO CAMPUS, ICE ARENA, FOOTBALL   % 
STADIUM, LIBRARY, SHOPPING  MOVIE THEATERS   ■" 
AND   RESTAURANTS ^ 
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT S 
OR STOP AT 235 MERCER £ 
(LAST BUILDING SOUTH ON MERCER) ^ 
352-0164 ji 
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By Mark Wullhortt 
If you are interested in 
events concerning the 
Chicano community, then 
"Que Pasa" is the show for 
you. 
"Que Pasa," translated 
from Spanish means "what's 
happening." It is a bilingual 
(Spanish, English) program 
that combines entertain- 
ment and informational 
content, while focusing on 
cultural awareness in the 
Chicano community. 
The   first   show   of  the 
13-week series was 
presented Monday evening 
on WBGUTV. It included a 
discussion of stereotypes 
and prejudices with student 
hosts George Garcia and 
Sylvester Duran Jr. 
Guests from the 
University were Rosendo 
Rivera and Miguel Omelas 
of the ethnic studies 
department, and Juan 
Balditt, doctoral student in 
education administration 
and supervision. 
THE NEXT 12 programs 
will be hosted by members 
ot the Union of 1.11411 
Speaking Students. Three 
other hosts, besides Garcia 
and Duran. are Gil and 
Alberto Gonzalez and 
Alfonsede la Pena. 
Each half-hour show will 
combine a main topic. 
orMhe-spot film features, 
announcements of 
upcoming events and 
referral information 
Monday's   show   will 
feature bilingual education 
as the discussion topic. The 
merits    of    bilingual 
education will be discussed 
by guests Jean Conant, 
director of bilingual 
education. Lucas County 
schools. Celia Barberena. 
developmental education 
and Balditt. Student hosts 
for the program will be 
Garcia and Gonzalez. 
The film feature will 
show projects in three 
Fulton County elementary 
schools designed to promote 
greater English fluency for 
Mexican-American students 
and increased appreciation 
of Chicano culture. 
Dem foes to attend fund raiser 
COLUMBUS 
(AP)--Two leaders of the 
"UUIJII Jimmy Carter" 
bandwagon will share the 
rostrum with their foe at 
the Ohio Democratic party's 
annual fund raising dinner 
tonight. 
Alabama Gov. George C. 
Wallace and Rep. Morris K. 
presidential contender 
seeking to stop the former 
governor of Georgia from 
winning the Democratic 
presidential nomination, 
will appear with Carter at 
the dinner. 
Sen. Henry Jackson 
(D-Wash.) was scheduled to 
attend,   but    canceled   in 
Paul Tipps said Jackson had 
a schedule conflict. 
BUT THE Carter-Wallace- 
■Udall combination left a 
potential for fireworks at 
the    dinner,   where   each 
till spcal 
car-victc 
Wisconsin    primary 
candidate w e k briefly. 
Udall's ne ory in the 
Udall   (D-Ariz.),   each   a     midweek.   State   Chairman     Tuesday    was   attributed 
New gold laws posed 
Extra curricular 
activity., 
is managing director of the 
IMF. predicted to newsmen 
it will be late next year, at 
the earliest, before enough 
nations have approved the 
proposals to put them into 
effect. 
He said they need to be 
approved by at least 77 IMF 
members. This would 
represent 80 per cent of the 
total voting strength of the 
IMF. 
Since the United States 
has 23 per cent of the 
voting strength, a favorable 
vote by the US 1,'ongress is 
essential. 
HOWEVER, only minor 
st u 111 hi in g blocks in 
Congress are likely, since 
the United States had 
pushed for the changes in 
the role of gold and the 
system of currency 
exchange rates in the fust 
place. 
I ho exchange rale 
provision will make legal 
what the United Stales has 
been doing since 
l")74"lcttmg the value of 
the US dollar be set by 
market forces, a procedure 
called "floating" 
largely to his increasing 
attacks on Carter, who has 
won all the primary contests 
except New York. 
Polls of Wisconsin voters 
Oil election day showed 
many switched their votes 
from Carter because of 
Udall's criticism of Carter 
for evasion on the issues. 
WALLACE HAS also 
uken to the slump during 
his flagging campaign to 
criticize the fellow 
Southerner for untruthful- 
ness. 
Wallace has told his 
supporters that Carter 
sought a close association 
with him dunng Georgia's 
govemor'1 rice, but turned 
away after being elected 
Carter was scheduled to 
arrive in Cleveland last 
night, then campaign in Ihc 
lakeshore city this morning 
and early afternoon. 
He flies 10 Columbus this 
afternoon. Udall and 
Wallace are due to arrive in 
Columbus   laic   afternoon. 
Martha Gomez, director 
of the Benito Juarez Center, 
a social service center in 
Fort Wayne. Ind. will give a 
report on upcoming events 
in northeastern Indiana. 
TRADITIONAL Mexican 
and Indian dancing will be 
featured on April 19 with 
the Victor Diaz Dance 
Company from Toledo. 
The film feature will take 
viewers to Clyde, Ohio 
where Tony Moreno will 
display his home museum of 
Mexican and Indian 
artifacts. 
Other programs in the 
series will feature 
discussions of minority 
rights, migrant workers, 
legislation lot Mexican 
Americans and Interview! 
with prominent community 
members. 
Upcoming films will 
feature a Mexican uM.uri.inl 
in Defiance, the Benito 
Juarez Center, the Chaiin 
riding club in Ft. Wayne and 
the Defiance Boxing Club. 
According to G.uci.i, 
"Que Pasa" was begun to 
"upgrade the image of the 
Chicano    and    Mexican- 
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FOR RENT 
818 7th St. & 
707 6th St. Apts. 
trmnm* »». A************************** . .».».**»*»» 
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1 
1 
2 Bedroom 1 '/a bath 
dishwashers j 
1 
1 
1 
1 
* Summer rates $120V apt. 
£ ! 
* For more information 
t call 352-1476 
X anytime 
* Fall rates - 4 people - $75/person/month 
From one beer lover to another. 
TMI SltOM HWIir COMPANY, OCIIOIT   MICHIGAN 41114 
The Everything Sack - 
21" * 25". with drawstring and rod 
wooden knobs Holds anything from 
socks and shifts lo overnight ski and 
camp gear Sturdy, durable and colorful! 
Tote Baa- 
9*_' x 17", wtth jumbo zipper Great for 
unch. cosmetics, overnight gear, 
what have you Take (I to me beach, 
o the slopes Lightweight carryall for 
anything, anywhere 
O.lv$2 50each 
American in northwestern 
Ohio." 
The talent and guests for 
the show are primarily 
recruited from the 
immediate area. 
The students of the Latin 
Union make the necessary 
arrangements to contact the 
guesis. "The students are 
like assistant producers." de 
la Pena said. "It's impossible 
to say how much time goes 
into show preparation 
because it has been a 
massive production." 
Larry Peltz, director of 
"Que Pasa." said "the kids 
have learned TV overnight. 
They have learned how it 
works very quickly. It's 
been a crash course for 
them." 
Even though "Que Pasa" 
h.iv only been aired once, it 
is being received quite well 
according lo Pelt? and Joan 
(lot don, director of 
television    information    at 
WBGUTV. 
"It's tough to tell after 
one week." Gordon said, 
but we have icceived some 
favorable comments." 
The senes is aired every 
Monday at 7 p.m. 
WBGU-TV, 
US corporation 
target of attack 
BUENOS AIRES 
(AP) ■- Gunmen attacked 
the home of an Argentine 
executive of the US-bated 
Pfizer Corp. yesterday, 
killing a private guatd and 
wounding another, 
authorities    said. 
The executive, Identified 
as Carlos Sardan. was not 
injured, police said. They 
said the unidentified 
attackers fled in a car. 
The attack took place in 
the Buenos Aires subuih ol 
Bouglonc. 
Sardan works for PfiZCI 
S.A., the Argentine 
subsidiary of Pfizer Corp. of 
New York. The company 
manufactures pharmaceu- 
tical products. 
Many foreign companies 
have been targets of leftist 
attack since political 
violence flared up in 
Argentina al lha beginning 
of the 1970a. 
Hut the coup that ousted 
President Isabel Peron two 
weeks ago was supposed to 
end political violence. 
On Wednesday, seven 
Peronlll union militants 
weie sentenced by a 
military court to prison 
terms langing from 3 to 10 
years for illegal possession 
ol guns and explosives. 
The sentences were the 
first by court-martial since 
ihc bloodless military coup 
March 24. 
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From the devious 
mind or 
Alfred Hitchcock, 
a diabolically 
entertaining 
motion picture. 
Therea no body 
In the family plot. 
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Local Government Fund reallotment proposed 
By Norms Steele 
Staff Reporter 
An alternative for distribution of the Local Government 
Fund was presented yesteiday by Dr. Frederick D. Stocker, 
professor of business, research, economics and public 
administration at Ohio State University. 
Speaking as part of the Economic Colloquium Series 
sponsored by the economics department, Stocker described 
the present distribution system and outlined a proposal he 
had researched with Gary C. Cornia, an Ohio State Ph.D. 
candidate in public administration. 
The Local Government Fund is a slate program which 
currently dispenses SI 50 million a year to Ohio's 88 
counties. The county budget commission, in turn, divides 
the funds among their communities on the basis of need. 
The fund is financed from a percentage of the general sales 
tax, the corporate franchise tax and the intangible property 
tax. which is paid by financial institutions on deposits. 
OHIO'S LOCAL Government Fund is similiar in 
rationale and structure to General Revenue Sharing, a 
federal program which distributes funds to state and local 
governments. 
The federal revenue sharing program, which is before 
Congress for renewal,   is a controversial program, Stocker 
said. "When it was begun four or five years ago, it was 
considered a very innovative program, but in Ohio we have 
had a revenue sharing program, essentially the same, for 40 
years," he said. 
Ohio's program is subject to the same criticisms as the 
federal program. Opponents argue that these 
no-strings-attached grants do not adequately report how the 
money is being used at ihe local level and that deficient 
distribution formulas put money in the wrong places. 
"We have devised a new way of handling this fund," 
Stocker said, "that attempts to achieve an equal yield 
pattern." 
EQUAL YIELD WILL produce the same amount of 
revenue per capita for a given tax rate. 
Stocker's proposal will replace the present two-stage 
distribution plan with a single grant in which each town, 
borough and municipality in Ohio would receive an 
entitlement based on its lax rate and property tax base. 
The new proposal also introduces an income adjustment 
to further the distribution equalization. Stocker said. 
The economic implications of this alternative include a 
possible effect upon income which is likely to allow some 
public revenue intended for public expenditure to spill over 
into the private sector. Stocker said. 
"I also expeel some effects on municipal tax effort," he 
said. Some tax rates may be increased in order to 
demonstrate lax effort, while other communities may 
reduce their tax rate. 
The proposal can not be viewed as neutral, Stocker 
explained. The urban areas and poor areas will benefit most 
from the distribution, as they do now. However, large cities 
will gain funds with the new proposal at the expense of the 
counties, he said. 
This could be justified by arguing that the counties are 
not under the same fiscal pressures that the large cities are 
facing, he said.    - 
"I FEEL IT IS desirable to design an intergovernmental 
sharing program that will lessen the out-migration from the 
central city," Stocker said. It is possible that the present 
system induces migration, he added. 
The  Ohio   Institute   on   Public   Finance, a non-profit 
DOONESBURY 
organization of which Stocker is the executive director, 
plans to review the proposal and decide whether to support 
it. If they approve the proposal as presented by Stocker. 
they will publicize the plan and promote "a genuine effort 
to get it translated into legislation." 
"The hope of the founders in the organization is that, il 
you get a half a dozen of the major Ohio interest groups 
with a stake in public finance to agree and hang together 
(behind this proposal)," Stocker said, "there is a chance lo 
get something that makes sense through the legislature. 
Stocker, who received his Masters and Ph.D. Irom 
Cornell University, is the editor of the Bulletin of Business 
Research. He is a council member of the American Society 
for Public Administration and has served as a consultant to 
the (Ohio) Citizens Task Force on Tax Reform. Ohio 
Department of Economic and Community Development 
and the Ohio Governor's Commission on Local Government 
Services. 
by Garry Trudeau 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Kidney ahaped 
nut 
7 Sacrsd month of 
the Moslem yesr 
14 Part of UM 
street MM 
16 Raise 
16 Relating to 
summer 
17 Psrt of English 
jurisdiction 
after 886 
18 Ons of the 
Aliens 
19 Wsnton look 
21 Brew 
22 Reesonsble 
23 Operation* 
launching time 
24 Quiet 
26 Jewish month 
27 Overly opti- 
mistic 
29 Vamooss! 
30 Dsndy's partner 
31 Wei by 
36 Equivocal 
37 With no 
exceptions 
38 Isotonic 
solution 
39 Benedictine 
40 Hour, in Italy 
41 Presidential 
first name 
43 Qush forth 
44 Swings around 
a pivot 
47 Field 
48 That: Fr. 
49 Bird 
60 Rain check 
61 Jeweler's term 
62 Shake up 
66 Quarantine 
67 Palscs, in Rome 
68 Passerine bird 
69 Fmi.it 
60 Become furious 
DOWN 
1 Norma'a famous 
aria 
2 Before birth 
3 Feel the cold 
4 Lifted, as sn 
anchor 
6 Qua (here 
end there): It 
6 One way to 
serve s burger 
7 Cheep 
booze 
8 Winglike 
9 People 
10 Forum greeting 
11  Urns 
12 Insnyway 
13 Balustrade post 
14 Sponsor's words 
20 Effortlessness 
23 Stuff and 
nonsense 
24 Sharply 
delineated 
26 Sea bird 
28 Heroine of 
"Private Lives" 
30 The end 
32 Barrel factory 
33 Lacking con- 
sanguinity 
34 Brine 
36 Record- holding 
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37 Tools for 
drilling rock 
39 Japanese mer- 
chant ship 
42 Potentially 
active 
43 Arranged like a 
ladder 
44 Fissile rock 
46 Tender of a sort 
46 Get together 
60 Laurel 
61 Volcano's peek 
53 Pro  
64 Continue 
66 So: Scot. 
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Radio /hack 
Mi EXTRAORDINARY REALISTIC 
STEREO SYSTEM AT 9990 OFF! 
• Realistic STA-225 AM-FM Stereo 
Receiver with Auto-Magic I 
FM Tuning 
• Two Realistic Optimus-SB Walnut 
Veneer Floor Speaker Systems 
• Realistic LAB-100 Manual Turntable. 
Base. Dust Cover. $39.95 Value 
Elliptical Cartridge 
Regular Separate 
Items Price .. .      728.90 $629 
CHARS IT (9   S 
SI *••« Shac*      29        LH 
tuiAMKAW 
There's Only One Place You Can Find It. . . Radio Shack. 
Stadium View Plaza 
Bowling Green /hatch 
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uxx..uxs..Lers 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
April 9. 1976 
Active Christians Today Bible study & prayer lunch. 603 
Clough St. 12:00 8. 1:00 p.m. 
Sunday, April 11. 1976 
Active Christians Today worship service Commons NE 
10:30 a.m. 
BGSU Sailing Club meeting Rm. 222 Math-Sci. Bldg. 
8:15 p.m. Free & open to public. 
BGSU Karate Club: Boju-Kai practice 5-7 p.m. Rm. 201 
Hayes. 
Duplicate Bridge Match Ohio Suite. Union. Open to 
exper. players w/ or w/out a partner. 1:30 p.m. 
Beta Beta Beta Bio. Honorary Society meeting Rm. 112 
Life So. Bldg. 8:00 p.m. Joe Baker will be guest speaker 
on Horticulture & plant care. Refreshments, all members 
are asked to attend. 
Monday. April 12. 1976 
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. 6:30 
p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: Indian Turquoise 
watchband/watch. Very 
important personal 
meaning. $50, reward. 
372-1637. 
LOST: A moonstone 
(glassy) & silver ring. 
Sentimental value. Contact 
Dianne at 372-5977. 
HELP WANTED 
Full time summer long 
maintalnence. Student w/ a 
degree preferred but not 
necessary. Knickerbacker 
Lawns. 352-5335 for 
interview. 
Jewels by Park Lane. Needs 
representative in this area. 
Part-time work-full time 
pay. Work 15 hrs. a week & 
earn $150. Write S.K. Price 
R.R. 4 Defiance. Ohio 
43512. Please send resume. 
Waiters & waitresses. Must 
be neat. 352-8742. 
Drivers w/car. Apply in 
person. Crusty's 532 E. 
Wooster. 
Summer Tennis Pro wanted. 
Salary & lesson fees. Apply 
Findlay Country Club. 
419-422-9263. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Sewing & alterations at very 
reasonable prices. Call 
352-4097, ask for Barb. 
Expert typing. Reasonable 
rates. 352-7305.. 
EMPA Emotional ft 
Material Pregnancy Aid. We 
care. 352-6236 M«VF 1-3 
p.m. Tu.. Wed.. Th. 
6:30-9:30 p.m. 
WANTED 
Looking for students in the 
Sandusky area, commuting 
daily to share driving. Call 
625-5230 after 4 p.m. 
Baby sitting wanted. Mon. 
Tue. Thur. 7:30 a.m.-1:30 
p.m. Wed. 10:30 a.m.-l:30 
p.m. Fri. 8:30 a.m.-3:30 
p.m. Contact Angelia Bell, 
831 7th St. Apt. 6. 
Need  immed.  2 f. to share 
apt.  next f.  w.  & s.  1  blk 
from   campus.   2-3864   or' 
2-3867. 
2 f. to sub. apt. summer, 
close to campus. 353-3532. 
2 to subl. summer 1 bdrm. 
furn. apt. w/air cond., util. 
pd. Call after 5:00 Ph. 
352-1943. 
1 or 2 f. rmmtes. needed 
next yr. Haven House, call 
352-5001. 
2 or 3 rmmte. for sum. Call 
Sandy 2-5491 after 5. 
Rick needs 1 m. rmmte. 
a.s.a.p. 419-798-5142. 
1 f. to share apt. fall '76 
Good location! Low Rent! 
Outstanding people! Hurry! 
Call Jackie 2-3877 or Alice 
2-3812. 
I or 2 m. immed. to subl. 
apt. $75 ea. util. inc. Jim. 
352-5522. 
Urgent • 1 rmmte. needed 
spr. qtr. Rent $55/mo. Call 
352-8917 Pets allowed. 
Wanted: Homes & barns to 
paint. Leave name & ph. no. 
for     Jim     Hooker     at 
372-0331.  
PERSONALS 
WHAT'S SUPER & GOING 
TO BE ON MAIN 
ST TORY. 
The Florida sun is no longer 
in sight, so KD's and Delts 
let's start spring off right: 
let's dance & drown under 
the bright moonlight & get 
psyched for the Tea & come 
Friday Night. 
Spring Styles for guys & gals 
arriving daily. Stop by & sea 
them at the OXFORD 
HOUSE. 518 E. Wooster. 
Happy hours today 3-? PI 
Kappa Alpha (Pikes) 5 for 
$1.00. 
LOOK FOR OUR 
OPENING...TORY. 
Tired of looking like 
everyone else? Design your 
own spring/summer 
wardrobe to be made with 
distinction by Vicki who's 
at The Wheel every Fri. 
Mary Masters, have a happy 
21st! Love, C.W. 4 Kitty. 
National ERA demonstra- 
tion May 15 & 16th in 
Springfield, III. Interested 
people should call 372-2281 
between 18,3. 
Silk Screen Saturday 
coming up April 17th at 
The Wheel, stop in for more 
info. 
Free puppy. 6 mos. old. 
Part Labrador. Had shots. 
Must get rid of immed. 
352-2930. 
MAGGIT: Get psyched for 
your Gamma Phi Beta 
paddle hunt. Love, your 
little. 
Mark Alexander is a TEKE - 
Whv aren't you? 
FOR SALE 
Guitar amplifier Vox Beatle 
120 watts, 7 inputs. 
352-7627. 
1968 ■ 12' x 60' Marshfield 
Mobile Home, 2 bdrm. 
stove, refrlg. wash & dry 
combo, utility bldg. to stay. 
In good cond. $4000. Call 
3521240 after 5 p.m. 
Used girls' bike, good cond. 
$10.00. 352-3215. 
'70 Firebird, exc. cond. 350 
eng. P.S., am radio, Ph. 
352-4189, must sell. 
Stereo Thorens turntable 
SAE amp. STAX SRD-7 
Headset E.V. 15" 3 way 
speakers.   Steve.  352-4333. 
Pioneer turntable PLISD 
716 E. Wooster basement 
3-10 p.m. 
Clock radios. Cheap. Call 
352-0205. 
FOR RENT 
Subl. for summer 2 bd. fun , 
elec. only. $190/mo. 
352-2039. 353-3874. 
Room for rent In blk from 
campus. $150/qtr. 
352-2766. 
2 bdrm, furn. apts. w/ a/c 
on 2nd St. avail, fall &/oi 
summer. 352-5239. 
823-7555 after 5:30. 
15 Cord Oscar Schmidt 
autoharp w/case, picks, 
toning wrench, & song 
books. Like new. 2-5219. 
Component stereo $45, 
records, mini washer & 
dryer, bookcases, golf balls, 
much more. 300 Napoleon 
Rd.. A7, 352-5383. 
Yashlca SLR-TL Electro, 
f2.0. filters. 372-0151 ext. 
310. 
Apt. sale 703 2nd St. Apt. 
IB April 1st- 16th from 4-9 
p.m.  GOODIES  GALORE. 
Yahama Rec. Fisher spkrs. 
Call  352-2481  after 4 p.m. 
1974 CB 175S Honda exc. 
cond. 1501) miles $550. 
Free $40 hetmit includ. 
Steve. 878-6108. 
73 Suzuki 400 street trail. 
Call 352-2873. 
3 rail motorcycle trailer. 
Call 352-2873. 
1973 Mobile home 14 x 70 
3 bdrm. IU, baths, fully 
skirted, w/tipout & shed. 
Good cond. 352-5066 or 
352-4010. 
Ladies Schwinn 5 speed 
excel, i cond. Cheap. See 
133W £. Wooster. 
Kustom 100 amp. $400.00 
Fender Music Master bass 
guitar $135.00 Both like 
new.   352-3235   weekdays. 
Bass   guitar   Noble, 
cond. 352-7267. 
Good 
1 bdrm. furn. apis. 1- blk 
from campus on Manville, 
also 1-3 bdrm. w/ a/c avil 
fall a\/or summer. 352-5239 
or 823-7555 after 5:30. 
FOR SUMMER 521 E. ,' 
MERRY. NEAR UNIV. 2: 
BDRM. 4 PERSONS, 
FURN., FREE CABLE, 
WASHER & DRYER 
AVAIL. ENTIRE SUMMER 
$300. PLUS ELEC. JUNE 
18-SEPT. 5. 352-6489. 
FOR FALL521 E. MERRY 
NEAR UNIV. 2 BDRM. 4 
PERSONS, FURN. A/C, 
FREE CABLE. WASHER & 
DRYER AVAIL. 
$65/MO. /STUDENT. 
$260/MO. TOTAL OR 
$888/QTR. PLUS ELEC. 
EXC. COND. 352-6489. 
3 bdrm. 2 bath, ranch house 
6 m. N. of BG will accept 
children, must be family. 
(815)758-3301. 
2 bdrm. furn. apt. for 
summer qtr. Call 352-7319. 
CAMPUS MANOR APTS. 
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind 
Burger Chef) CAR TV 
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (IV, 
blks. from Towers) 2 
bdrm.-4 man apts. (will 
place 1-2-3 students >nto an 
apt. to fill 4 man apt.) 
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4 
students 352-7365. 
Apartments & rooms fall & 
summer   rentals   352-7365. 
2 bdrm. furn., pd. util. 
except elec. Laundry facil. 
Lounge avail., ample 
parking 288-1462 or 
352-1778. 
FOR SUMMER 256 S. 
College, Apt. A. furn. 3 
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15. 
Total rent $375. Deposit 
$75. FOR SUMMER 256 S. 
College Apt. B. Furn. 2 
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15. 
Total rent $350. deposit 
$75. FOR FALL 256 S. 
College Apt. C. Furn. eff.c. 
$100/mo. Deposit $50. 
Near college. FOR 
SUMMER 256 S. College, 
Apt. C. furn., effic. June 
15-Sept. 15. Total rent 
$210. Deposit $50. Call 
353-3611 or 352-6489. 
702 4th St. Unusual 2 
burm. apts.. carpeted, a-c, 
drapes, storage rm.. 2 car 
garage. Students or couples. 
Summer & fall rates. Furn. 
unfurn. Boggs Bivians Real 
Estate. 352-5122 or 
352-6071. 
Apt. immed. $175/mo. all 
util. pd.. exc. elec. 
seml-fum. Vi blk. campus. 
352-2278 after 5. 
House for rent  for summer 
3 large bdrms. $190/mo. 
352-7638. 
1 room for rent only m. call 
after  6:30.  T.e.  352-8676. 
Rod-hot dlamondmmn look for two wins today 
Hale may return to mound 
By Tory Goodnun 
Aairtint Sports Editor 
You can bet your life thai Bowling Green baseball 
coach Don Purvis and avid Falcon fans will be very intent 
onlookers at 1 p.m. today when the red-hot Orange nine 
entertains Hillsdale at Stellar Field. 
Sore-armed senior southpaw Mike Hale, one of BG's top 
pitchers from last season, is the probable starter in the first 
game of the double header. 
Hale injured his throwing wing in his first outing during 
the spring trip to Florida. He worked four innings, didn't 
pick up a decision and has an earned run average of 6.75. 
"HALE WILL BE a probable starter." admitted Purvis, 
who is taking every precaution in handling him. "He should 
be ready for some work, but if he's not, I'm not going to 
rush him." 
If Hale can't go. Romie Schwieterman (lr) will get the 
call. Jim Joyce (1-1) is slated to go in game two. 
The Falcons, 12-5. currently are riding an eight-game 
winning streak. After today's twinbill, Adrian College 
invades here Monday at 2 p.m. for two games. Then, BG 
travels to South Bend, Ind. on Tuesday to battle Notre 
Dame. 
In all of these games (six in five days), Purvis will be 
looking at a lot of his players. 
"I'M GOING TO see as many players as 1 can," Purvis 
said, "but our first objective, of course, is to win." 
After the Irish tussle. BG will get to serious business next 
weekend by hosting Mid-American Conference (MAC) 
openers with Ohio University and Kent State. 
A majority of the Falcon starting lineup is set with the 
exception of two positions. 
RON MANSER, Jim Selgo and Jeff Groth are in a 
dogfight for the third base position, while Fred Jereb and 
Mike Lanseer are taking turns at second. Jereb and Lanseer 
may share their position all year, but someone will have to 
corral the hot corner and take charge of the infield. 
"All three have played well there and they all have good 
qualities," Purvis said. Manser, who was in a slump, belted 
three hits including a homer during the second game of 
Tuesday's sweep of Heidelberg. 
Selgo and Groth, both freshman, are hitting .267 and 
Weekend Openers 
Today s Opening Day Starters 
American League 
Boston (Jenkins 17-18) at Baltimore    (Palmer 23-11) 
Kansas   City   (SplittorrT 9-10) at   Chicago   (Wood 
16-20) 
Minnesota (Bryleven IS-10) at Texas (Perry 18-17), 
N. 
Oakland (Torrez 20-9) at California (Tanana 16-9), N 
National League 
Montreal (Rogers 11-12) at New York (Seaver 22-9) 
Los Angeles (Sutton 16-13) at Sao Francisco 
(Montefusco 15-9) 
Atlanta (Niekro 15-15) at San Diego (Joaet 20-12), N 
Chicago (Burria 15-10) at St. Louis (McGlothlen 
15-13). N 
Saturday's Opening Day Starters 
American League 
Detroit (Caleman 10-18) at Cleveland (Eckersley 
13-7) 
National League 
Pittsburgh (Reius 18-11) at Philadelphia (Carlton 
15-14) 
Floyd takes lead 
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - Ray Floyd, now conducting a 
love affair with the game he once played only for money, 
used a newly built five wood club to dominate the par-five 
holes, shot a brilliant, seven-under-par 65 and swept into 
the first-round lead yesterday in the 40th Masters golf 
championship. 
"I'm getting that Augusta feeling." the happy Floyd said 
after he reeled off a string of four consecutive birdies on 
the back nine and came within one shot of the all-time 
record for this, the first of the year's four major tests of 
golfing greatness. 
Floyd. 33 and in his 14th season on the pro tour, 
reached three par five holes with the new wood club he had 
built especially for this tournament and called that the key 
to the effort that gave him a one-stroke lead over upstart 
Andy North. 
NORTH, a 6-foot-4, 26-year-old Masters rookie who has 
yet to win as a pro, played his first competitive round over 
the 7,030 yards of hills and valleys, ponds and pines that 
make up the Augusta National Golf Club course in only 66 
strokes. 
.300 respectively   Manser is at  .222 and all are smooth 
defensively. 
NEXT FOR YOUNG - Bowling Green's Mr. Everything, 
Kip Young, will go after career win number 32 against 
Adrian on Monday. It'll be an excellent opportunity to 
watch the hard-throwing righthander, who was in top form 
before being pulled after three frames Tuesday. 
Young is scheduled to go the distance in quest for his 
sixth victory against no defeats this season. 
He supports a 1.80 earned run average and has whiffed 
34 batters in 30 innings. 
Eastern Michigan, currently ranked the fifth best team in 
the nation, was favored to win its second straight MAC 
baseball title by the loop coaches. 
THE HURONS were seven points ahead of Toledo 
University in the balloting of the coaches. 
After Toledo came Miami. Central Michigan. Ohio 
University, the Falcons, Western Michigan. Ball State, 
Northern Illinois and Kent State. 
Bruce Boley. Gary Kite and Dan Hipsher are all 
scheduled to see some work today and Monday. Kite has 
made three appearances this season already, but Boley and 
Hipsher haven't been as fortunate. 
Boley started once and lost and Hipsher hasn't seen 
action yet. 
TEAM LEADERS - Freshman shortstop Chuck Black 
continues to pace the Falcons in hitting with a .456 
average. 
Black also leads the team in games played (17), at bats 
(57), runs (17), hits (26), doubles (7). total bases (38), 
sacrifices (7), and runs batted in (12). 
Catcher Larry Owen is second in hitting, swinging at a 
.412 dip. while Young is third at .310. 
Garry Kohorst leads the club with three home runs and 
Owen has two. Both were robbed of another round tripper 
by a stiff wind blowing in from left field on Tuesday. 
::;:-:::::.::::v:vX::.:v:.::.:.-:.:v:.:.:.::.:::v:v::.:v:.:.:.: 
Whoops! 
No, Falcon third baseman Jim Selgo isn't doing a new dance. He's merely trying to 
sidestep an inside fastball thrown by Heidelberg pitcher Jeff Jaces during the third 
inning of Tuesday's second game, won by BG, 17-2. Selgo'i unique, elusive move 
wasn't quite quick enough as he was awarded first base after getting hit by the 
pitch. (Newsphoto by Jim Osborn) 
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§ No opening day here 
Crosley Field littered 
The Cincinnati Enquirer 
CINCINNATI 
(API-There was no joy at 
Findlay Street and Western 
Avenue this opening day. 
There was nothing at 
Findlay and Western 
because of closing day in 
1970. 
Near the on-deck circle, 
where Big Klu used to wrap 
a hand around each end of 
his bat. raise it above his 
head and threaten to snap 
it, are two empty antifreeze 
containers, a yellow plastic 
tub used for bathing infants 
and a bald tire. 
Crosley Field, or that 
part of Cincinnati where 
Eppa Rixey, Frank 
McCormick, Edd Roush. 
Ted Kluszewski and Wally 
Post thrilled Reds fans, is 
littered with trash on 
opening day. 
THERE AREN'T any 
echoes of the old crowds 
because the buildings off 
which the cheers ricocheted 
up and down the crowded 
streets are gone. 
One building, a 
three-story   structure   with 
its front boarded, stands on 
the northeast comer of 
Liberty and Dallon streets. 
The Postal Service Annex 
is still there. As is REA and 
F.W. Hinz and Sons Co. 
That's the neighborhood. 
There are no alleys where a 
youngster waving a white 
hankerchief would promist 
to watch your car for 50 
cents on opening day. There 
are no saloons with baseball 
experts standing three deep 
with waxed cups of suds. 
THE BUILDINGS have 
been razed and the city 
hopes private industry will 
develop the area. 
The infield, one of the 
best in the major leagues at 
one time, is now pile after 
pile of concrete, rusting 
metal and smashed wooden 
pallets. Roy McMillan and 
Johnny   Temple   couldn't 
hike across it today. Billy 
_Weber wouldn't be able to 
«e Frank McCormick. 
A sign on Findlay Street 
at the end of Dalton Street 
warns "Littering or 
Dumping Unlawful 550 
fine." Litter has been 
dumped. 
A BOMBING raid leaves a 
cleaner crater. The terrace 
Harry Craft, Frankie 
Baumholtz. Johnny 
Wyrostek. Frank Robinson 
and Jim Greengrass climbed 
looks like a hockey goalie's 
smile-interrupted gaps. 
A parking sign, leaning 
hard to Price Hill, designates 
part of an empty parking lot 
"Row 1." A new driver will 
be able to pracitce parallel 
parking today. Just six years 
ago, only an experienced 
motorist could squeeze into 
the curb. 
It is no longer necessary 
to have a friend who works 
at Clopay Corf: for a 
guaranteed parking spot for 
the opener. It is very 
difficult to have a friend at 
Clopay. The building is 
there. Clopay's 
manufacturing operation 
isn't. 
FROM HIS crouch, Ernie 
Lombardi or Ray Lomanno 
or "Strawberry Plais 
Tennessee" could see the 
Young and Bertke sign with 
the mechanical man. 
Standing on tiptoe at home 
plate today it's difficult to 
see 1-75. 
Today is opening day and 
there is nothing going on 
out at the Western Avenue 
orchard. 
Reds win 
CINCINNATI (AP)-Tony 
Perez drove in four runs and 
comeback pitcher Gary 
Nolan won his first season 
opener in seven years, 
propelling the world 
champion Cincinnati Reds 
to an II -5 victory over the 
Houston Astros in the 
National League opener 
yesterday. 
An all-time regular-season 
crowd of 52,949 turned 
out, and the Reds 
responded with mid-season 
form, battering six Houston 
pitchers for 15 hits. 
Perez had a two-run 
double, a run-scoring 
groundout and a 
bases-loaded walk. 
I LKCHI 
_ HOO 3?S 48<>? 
«•) UniTravel Charters 
WAYNE 
APTS. 
DELUXE 2 BDRM. 
FURNISHED APTS. 
APTS. AVAILABLE 
FOR FALL 
CALL FOR APPT. 
372-0052 
IFNO ANSWER 
CALL 352-3029 
724 
Sixth St. 
ABORTION 
•123.00 
rOLL FREE    9».m.- lOp.m 
1-800  438   3/10 
KALS0 EARTH 
SHOE STORE  i 
announces 
a Spring Special 
on an girth" brand 
sandal (style 170) 
save 20% w'Tn tr|is ad 
good thru April 10-17 
4024 N. HOLLAND 
SYLVANIA RD at SYLVANIA AVE. 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
WANTED 
25 NEW LEADERS 
WITH YOUR OWN IDEAS ABOUT 
A BRAND NEW FRATERNITY ON 
CAMPUS —TELL US WHAT YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN YOUR 
FRATERNITY 
CONTACT 
MARK 2-1239   KEVIN 2-4234 
1:00 SAT., APR. 10 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNION 
HAMPTON 
HOUSE 
DELUXE 
2 BDRM 
FURNISHED 
APTS. 
352-6293 
APTS. AVAILABLE 
f-O'R SUMMER 
705 7th STREET 
THE FOX'S DEN 
FOR THE 21 A OVER CROWD 
COME & ENJOY A RELAXING 
ATMOSPHERE OF 
* COCKTAILS 
* MUSIC 
* DANCING 
ALSO ENJOYABLE 
NOON LUNCHES 
STACKED 
SANDWICHES 
* ROAST BEEF 
TR Y OUR NEW DRINK:       * HAM 
FOXY LADY * CORNED BEEF 
STADIUM PLAZA 
NEXT TO PIZZA INN 
HOURS: 11 AM - 2:30 AM MON. - SAT. 
FRAZEE AVE APTS. 
NOW LEASING 
FOR JUNE 
occupancy - 2 bedroom 
2 full bath, 
completely furnished 
1'/» blocks north 
of Towers 
You have something to 
share with the people 
of the rural South and 
Appalada—yourself. 
Find out about the 
opportunities open to 
you as a Clenmary 
Priest, Brother or Sister. 
fa tw. rto»nx»on about ocoor- 
HjnAes with Gtomar, t*yn. Mn. 
ionea **i» 
GUNMARY. Room 
Bo» 46404 
Oncinnoli Otvo 45246 
D Aho pWos. wa fim 
ir.22-OodMod.M* 
Poll* Sho-n ADO*. 
D Sm to. po«M( only 
Nar^.— 
AOOWM- 
I A 
*  
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'f'm In fhe best s/iope of my /ffe' 
Zumbaugh ready for relays 
By Bill Eslep 
Sports Editor 
Falcon distance runner 
Tim Zumbaugh is in an 
unusual physical condition 
for this weekend's Dogwood 
Relays-he's healthy. 
This senior Fort Wayne. 
Ind. native has been plagued 
by nothing but injuries since 
he Iransfcrcd from Arizona 
State University two years 
ago. 
Bui as he prepares to 
compete today in the 
10.000 meters at the 
prestigious event held at the 
University of Tennessee, 
Zumbaugh claims he's in the 
best shape of his life. 
"I have no excuses now." 
Zumbaugh said. "I'm not 
injured, sick or anything. 
I'm in the best shape of my 
life. Now I'm responsible 
lot everything I do." 
"ZOOM" HAS had only 
one injury-free season since 
arriving in Bowling Green 
and says "I'm not going to 
gel injured now." 
Well,    considering    his 
accomplishments during 
that lone injury-free 
campaign, the 1974 cross 
country season, a healthy 
Zumbaugh could be a 
monumental boost to the 
Falcon track fortunes this 
season. 
The ex-BG cross country 
captain earned all-America 
harrier honors al the '74 
nationals with his 14th 
place finish and Falcon 
coach Mel Brodl thought 
Zumbaugh "was then 
coming into lus own." 
NOW. ENDLESS injuries 
and one cross country and 
outdoor and two indoor 
seasons later, Zumbaugh 
faces possibly the most 
crucial race of his career. 
"This (Dogwood! could 
be the beginning of ihc end 
for him," Brodl said. "A 
good race for him would 
sure be a si ride in the nglil 
direction. The competition 
in Ihe 10,000 should great 
and Ihe resl is up 10 him." 
"Sure this meel is 
important." Zumbaugh said. 
"h could gel my confidence 
going for the year but you 
can't say this is it for the 
season. 
"How I do depends a lot 
on the competition." he 
said. "In past years they ran 
really fast times in the six 
mile. But last year K was 
slower, 28:20 for six. That 
was jusl my pace and if it's 
that way this year I'll be 
alright. I jusl hope it's not 
world class (competition) or 
111 gel killed." 
THE 10,000 race is 
nearly 440-yards longer 
than Ihe six-mile. "There's 
no difference except a guy 
holding a sign that says 24 
laps, instead of 2.'. 
Even l hough his 
performances were 
unspectacular on the recent 
spring trip. Zumbaugh 
placed second in Ihe lliree 
mile at last week's dual 
meel encounter at Kent 
Stale. 
"We jusl have sure 
numbers right now." 
Zumbaugh said of distance 
comrads.     "Bob     Lunn 
(transfer from Mount Union 
College) will gel healthy and 
he'll be up there with me in 
the Ihree and six (mile). 
"In the lower distances 
we've got a loi of depth and 
no seniors. We'll be tough in 
ihe distances." 
THE DISTANCE leader 
makes no secret of what 
he's pointing toward this 
season. 
"If I slay uninjured I feel 
I can place in the MAC and 
compete with anyone in ihe 
three and six." he said. "I've 
never been healthy lor a 
MAC meel. Thai's 
disappointing, because 
that's what you point for 
here al BG " 
Zumbaugh was among 10 
Falcon tracksiers who left 
early Thursday afternoon 
for Knoxville and iheir 
second big relay event ol 
the season BG competed al 
ihe Florida Relays, the first 
lelay of Ihe ouldooi season. 
ovei spun); break 
WALTER    HAWKINS, 
coming off a thigh injury 
and ' Ivor Iminanuel. will 
challenge today in the 800 
meters and a four-mile relay 
team of freshman Kevin 
Ryan. Gary Desjardins. Dan 
Dunion and Rick 
Hulchinson will also run. 
Captain Ron Taylor and 
Brian Storm kick off BG's 
action tomorrow morning in 
ihe preliminaries of the 
100-meiet dash. School 
recordholdei Lev. Maclin 
will go in the triple jump in 
ihe afternoon. 
Other BG entries 
tomorrow include: The 
distance medley relay squad 
of Hulchinson. Taylor. 
Ryan and Desjardins; the 
880-yard relay foursome of 
Immanuel. Storm. Hawkins 
and Taylor; the 2-mile 
foursome of Ryan. 
Hulchinson. Desjardins and 
Dunion and ihe mile relay 
l e a m of Immanuel. 
Hutchinion. Taylor and 
Hawkins. 
Challenging weekend for BG golfers 
Falcon   distanceman   Tim   Zumbaugh  (far  left),  shown  here 
running  the  three-mile  run last  weekend at  Kent Stale, will 
challenge the 10,000 meter field today in the Dogwood Relays at 
'TAAM the University of Tennesse. The former BG crosscountry captain 
and all-America harrier has been slowed by injuries the past year, 
but now claims' he's in the best shape of his life. (Newspholo by 
Jim Osborn) 
Skidding netters face 
Wayne State tomorrow 
By David Smercina 
Sports Writer 
' It's lime foi Ihe Falcon 
nclteis lo lum ihe lahlcs. 
Suffering drubbings in Its 
lasi two outingi, ihe lennii 
squad navels to Wayne 
State    University   (WSU) 
tomorrow for I dual meel in 
which the Falcons should be 
able to return to winning 
ways. 
Bowling Green has nol 
lost to Wayne Stale in ihc 
last seven years. Included in 
that slrcak is last ycai's 7-2 
triumph. 
BG coach Bob Gill said 
he anticipates ihe Wayne 
State learn to be iboul the 
same as u was l.isi yen Bui 
he said IK) is probably 
stronger 
GILL SAID the match is 
pivolal for the nciicis. since 
Iheir opening Mid-American 
Conference (MAO match is 
next weekend. 
And   Ihe squad needs lo 
rebound from iwo straight 
disheartening losses. 
The Falcons will stick 
with basically the lame 
lineup thai suffered through 
I as i week's defeats by 
I a s i c i ii Kentucky 
I niversity and Ohio Slalc. 
The only change could 
sec Sid Couling playing 
either singles or doubles. He 
and Dave  Trimble continue 
m battle foi ihe numbei six 
spol in the lineup. 
Gill had no Information 
on WSU's personnel. Since 
n is a metropolitan school, 
lie said, there is a large 
student turnover. Bui the 
Delroil area does produce 
some good leniiis players. 
"THEY ALWAYS give us 
a good match, bin I think 
we have a lit lie too much 
strength," the Falcon coach 
said. 
The local netters will try 
to   straighten   out   some 
problems In ihe match, Gill 
said he wants lo see it his 
learn can bounce back Iron] 
ihe iwo one-sided setbacks 
and if il can lake charge ol 
the match. 
The Falcons have become 
defensive in  the last  iwo 
matches, being fai behind 
aliei singles competition, 
tomorrow's battle could 
also see Ihe Falcons go ovei 
the .500 mark. BG is 
currently 4-4. 
By Dick Rees 
Associate Sports Editor 
li will he a challenging 
weekend    foi    the    Falcon 
golfers. 
Are ihese guys ready as 
good as Iheir Ihird-placc 
finish in last week's Marshall 
Invitational    indicates   and 
can i hey terminate Ohio 
University's domination of 
the Ashland Invitational? 
Two days and 36 holes 
from now. ihe challenge 
hopefully will be answered 
in a positive manner foi 
Bowling Green coach John 
I*i per     and     his    young 
linksters, 
Piper assessed his team's 
chances in ihis weekend's 
Ashland lourney with his 
usual optimism. 
"I THINK we're going lo 
he a contender, but I also 
think it's going to be a close 
tournament," he said 
yesterday   morning.  "Kenl 
Slate will be a factor; they 
were so close to us at 
Marshall. And Ohio 
University    will   have   a 
strongei team than they did 
al Marshall and their success 
in tins tournament has been 
phenomenal " 
Indeed it has. 
The Bobcats won lasi 
year's affair at Ashland 
Country Club and finished 
second two years ago. one 
shot behind champion Ohio 
Stale. 
Coach Kerimi Blosser's 
bunch also won fust-place 
trophies Ihcrc in 1973, 
1971 and I *»70. The 
lourney was rained out in 
1972. 
"He (Blosser) has a lot of 
Mansfield. Ashland area 
alums," Piper said, 
attempting to explain 
Ohio's domination. 
"WHAT MAY be the 
Incentive really in the back 
of our veteran's minds is 
that this has been Ohio 
University's tournament." 
the Falcon mentor 
continued. "Four of the last 
five years, they've won. 
"So I'm eager to have our 
fellows heal his (Blosser's) 
this year." 
What will it lake, though? 
"Normally, we say we 
need a .'75 (team total) or 
heller each day to win," 
Piper said. "If Ihe weallici is 
decent, I think 750 
(two-day total) can win it." 
IN COLLEGE golf, six 
players comprise a team, 
bin only ihe live best scores 
each lound are counted in 
ihe leam total. 
"Thai means live guys 
have lo average ' or 
better," Piper explained, 
"and on any given day. out 
lineup is capable of that. 
"The secret, though, is 
balance and depth and nol 
having two guys shoot had 
on any one day." he added 
Individually. Piper said an 
ideal round would have his 
lop three men shooting 75 
Ol better and the bottom 
Ihree shooting al least 77 or 
better. 
"But I think anybody in 
our lineup right now is 
capable of shooting 75 oi 
belter." he said. 
THE FALCONS v.on'1 
make any personnel changes 
this week, as the same sis 
who blazed the way al 
Maishall will be hitting it 
this weekend. 
"Right now. we're on a 
high plateau and we intend 
10 slay there," Piper vuJ 
"Bui il won't be eaS). 
although a lirsi or second 
place here is a legitimate 
goal     which    we    can    a 
achieve." 
Pipei is hoping toi a good 
finish this weekend as BG's 
first    super-importani 
t oumey--Ohio Stale's 
Keplei-is jusl a week away. 
Sophomores Johnny 
Miller and Gary Treater 
continue to hold down the 
top Iwo positions foi (he 
Falcons, bin switches have 
occurred this week in the 
four remaining spots. 
FRESHMAN    STEVE 
Cruse, on the basis of his 
I I ih place lie among 
individuals at Maishall. 
moves   into   ihe    numbei 
ihree position with fellow 
rookie Pal Dugan moving 
from ihree to four. 
Junior Jim Decker, who 
won medalist honors al 
Ashland as a freshman two 
springs back, moves from 
sixth to fifth, Thai leaves 
soph o in ore 1 on n le 
Anthony, who lought oil 
challenges from leanunaies 
Bill Hughes and Sieve 
Mossing this week, in the 
final spol 
Three o I t h a 
players-Cruse, Dugan and 
Anthony-have never played 
on the Ashland course, but 
ihe BG squad left eaily this 
morning so it could walk 
Ihe course. 
"If we didn't walk a 
course before a lourney. It 
would work to our 
disadvantage." Piper 
explained. 
Twelve teams are 
scheduled to tee off al 11 
a.m. today for the first 
18-hole round with an 8:30 
a.m. starling lime sei for 
tomorrow, 
Pro football draft -- 
Bengals tab Griffin as 24th pick in 1st round 
Ex-Buckeye Fox 
downplays draft 
COLUMBUS. Ohio 
(AP) - Tim Fox. a defensive 
back who has played in the 
shadow of Aicbie Griffin 
for four seasons, downplays 
Ihe fact he was drafted 
yesterday before his more 
heralded Ohio State 
teammate. 
"We're not competing. 
I'd much rathei have seen 
Archie dialled first," said 
Ihe 6-fool. ISO-pound Fox. 
Ihe 21st playci selected m 
Ihe National Football 
League's college draft. 
Fox was taken b) Ihe 
New England Patriots, who 
plan to use him at safety 
Griffin was ihe 24th player 
chosen in the tirsi round. 
going 10 ihe Cincinnati 
Bengals. 
Correction 
The News 
improperly identified 
four participants of last 
weekend's Tri -Slate 
Free Skating 
Championships in two 
pictures of yesterday's 
paper. The cutlines of 
ihe pictures should 
have been reversed. 
FOX AND GRIFFIN 
were the only players from 
Ohio colleges drafted bl the 
opening round. 
"1 talked to Coach Chuck 
Fairbanks and he said I 
should beef up ihe Patriots' 
defense. I know very little 
about the team. I do know 
they had a lot of injuries 
lasi yeai and had to play a 
cornerback at safety," said 
Fox 
"I stalled lo gel nervous 
when a lot of teams thai 
had contacted me made 
their first picks. Miami and 
Baltimore both said ihey 
would lake me if ihey had 
the opportunity," said Fox. 
who helped Ohio Slate lo a 
40-5*1 record In four 
seasons 
Fox. from Canton. Ohio. 
led the Big Ten m punt 
returns with a 15.2-yard 
average last fall. Noted foi 
his jarring tackles, he had 40 
tackles in 1975, five of 
them behind the line of 
scrimmage. 
OHIO STATE defensive 
coordinator George Hill 
said. "Fox should be a 10 to 
12 yeai man in the pros. He 
has thai much talent." 
From Wire Reports 
CINCINN ATI The Cincinnati Bengals dialled piesligious 
two-time Heiaman rrophy winnei Archie Griffin in the first 
round of the National Football league (NFL) draft, bul 
nol until Ihey had tilled another vital gap in their offensive 
lineup, yesterday. 
I lie Bengals, with Iwo fiisl-iound draft picks, first 
claimed Hilly Brooks, B Woot-4, 215-pound wide receiver 
from Oklahoma to sill a void created by Ihe liadc which 
sent veteran Charlie Joiner to San Diego for defensive end 
Co) Bacon, 
Joiner had his best yeai as a pio lasi season when he 
caught 37 passes foi 726 yards and five touchdowns. 
GENERAL MANAGER Paul Brown said the Bengals 
opted foi Biooks because of the large Crop of outstanding 
runners that were available in this years' crowd. 
"There were about 10 lunners of about the same ability 
and we fell that one of them would be available when wc 
came around again in the first round." Brown said. 
When the Bengals turn came around again in the first 
round. Brown set ihe crowd in the Bengals' offices buzzing 
with his announcement of Griffin, a home stale favorite 
from Ohio Slate University. 
"HE'S OUR KIND of people." Blown said. "He made il 
known he wanted to play here. We wanted him. and he 
wanted us." 
Biown tabbed ihe 5-foot-9. 184-pound Griffin as a 
"durable, darting, very reliable type of back." 
"Wilh Ihe acquisition of Griffin, wc feel we have pretty 
well taken care of oui running back situation." Brown said. 
Griffin earlier this week was tested by the Bengals for his 
pass catching ability. 
"HE CAN CATCH as well as run." Biown said. 
Running is whal Griffin is known for. The two-time 
all-American and Ihis yeai's Maxwell Trophy winner is 
college football's alltimc leading ground gainer wilh 5.177 
vards. 
Griffin also went 31 regular season games wilh over 100 
yards rushing and ran for 1.357 yards last fall, after selling 
a school record of 1.595 in his junior year. 
GRIFFIN WAS THE 24TH player to go in Ihe draft and. 
surprisingly, the sixlh offensive back. 
Going ahead of him were: California's Chuck Muncie (lo 
New Orleans). Oklahoma's Joe Washington (lo San Diego). 
Purdue's Mike Piuitt (to Cleveland). Texas A&M's Bubba 
Bean (to  Atlanta) and Wyoming's Lawrence Games (to 
Detroit). 
As expected, the expansion Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
kicked off Ihe NFL's delayed college draft by grabbing 
defensive tackle Leroy Sermon of Oklahoma, winner of ihe 
Outland and Lombardi Trophies as the nation's top 
lineman. 
The 256-pound Selmon, thud brother of the now-famous 
family from tiny Eufaull, Okla , lo make All-American, is 
First Round Picks 
Tampa Bay Leroy Selmon. Oklahoma, DT 
Seattle Steve Niehaus. Noire Dame. DT 
New Orleans Chuck Muncie. California, back 
San Diego Joe Washington. Oklahoma, back 
New England Mike Haynes. Arizona State. DB 
NY Jets Richard Todd, Alabama. OB 
Cleveland Mike Piuitt, Purdue, back 
Chicago Dennis Lick, Wisconsin. OT 
Atlanta Bubba Bean. Texas A&M. back 
Detroit James Hunter, Grambling. DB 
Cincinnati Billy Brooks. Oklahoma. WR 
New England Pete Brock. Colorado. (' 
NY Giants Ttoy Archer. Colorado. DE 
Kansas Cily Rod Walters. Olowa.OT 
Denver Tom Classic. Virginia. G 
Detroit Lawrence Gaines. Wyoming, back 
Miami Larry Gordon. Arizona State, LB 
Buffalo Mario Clark. Oregon. CB 
Miami Kim Bokamper. San Jose Stale. DE 
Baltimore Kim Novak. Purdue, DT 
New England Tim Fox. Ohio State. DB 
Si. Louis Mike Dawson. Arizona. DT 
Green Bay Mark Koncar, Colorado. 01" 
Cincinnati Archie Griffin. Ohio State, back 
Minnesota James While. Oklahoma Slate. DT 
Los Angeles Kevin McLain, Colorado State, LB 
Dallas Aaron Kyle, Wyoming, DB 
Pittsburgh Bennie Cunningham.Clemson.TE 
considered  the  greaiest  defensive  tackle in Oklahoma's 
proud football history. 
HE HELPED THE Sooners win the national 
championship in 1974 and 1975 and capped the 1975 
season wilh an outstanding performance in the Orange 
Bowl. He later was named the outstanding defensive playei 
in Ihc Hula Bowl. 
He was Oklahoma's leading lacklci last season with 132 
including 88 unassisted slops and 10 for losses totaling 48 
yards 
The 28 NFL clubs, including Tampa Bay and the other 
expansion learn, ihe Seattle Scahawks. had 15 minutes to 
make iheir choices in each of the lirsl Iwo rounds and five] 
minutes in each of ihe subsequent  IS rounds. Some 487] 
players will be drafted in 17 rounds over two days. 
Tampa Bay and Seattle gel additional picks al Ihe end ol I 
rounds two thiough live. Five learns had one selection! 
apiece taken away by Commisioner Pete Rozelle for 
illegally signing players from the defunct Woild Football I 
League Chicago and the New York Giants lost sixlh-rounul 
picks. Washington losl ils seventh-round selection anc] 
Atlanta and the New Yoik Jels weie penalized IDili-ioundj 
choices. 
SEATTLE USED 14:58 of ils allotted 15 minutes and 
finally  selected defensive tackle Sieve Niehaus of Notre] 
Dame, a 260-pound bruiser who underwent knee operations I 
in his freshman and sophomore seasons. 
Although Niehaus was expected to be one of the early I 
selections, his selection by Seattle came as something of a 
surprise since Ihe Seahawks had indicated Ihey might draft | 
Chuck Muncie. California's great running back. 
New Orleans was the first of Ihe established clubs to | 
draft and the Saints, who losl 12 of 14 games last season 
used up 14:55 before taking Muncie. a versatile 225-poun'al 
runner who combines speed and power and is a rarity | 
because he wears glasses while pbying. 
MUNCIE  FINISHED fourth nationally in rushing lasi | 
season wilh 1.460 yards. 
The San Diego Chargers took 5-foot-10. 184-pound I 
running back Joe Washington, a teammate of Selmon's al 
Oklahoma and the most dangerous runner ever lo play a. 
Oklahoma. Washington is a great kick returner as well as I 
rusher and has some of the finest moves in the college rank^ | 
since Gale Sayers' days al Kansas. Washington's 3,995 yard: 
is lops in Oklahoma history. 
The New England Patriots, with three selections in llv, 
first round, took more than 13 minutes before using the! 
first of them to grab Mike Haynes, Arizona Stale's! 
All-American defensive back. The 6-foot-2 Haynes led thel 
nation in inteiceptions two years ago and was named the| 
outstanding defensive player in the 1973 Fiesta Bowl. 
